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Local Fire

Work Of
Arsonist?

Fire destroyed an old gai

Mike Lumpkin turned in the

alarm to the Sewanee Police

Department at 2:25 a.m.

Sunday. The
Volunteer Fire Department
responded shortly thereafter.

The heat seared several nearby

trees, though none was seriously

damaged.

Asked if he thought arson

was involved, Dean of Students

John M. Webb said, "I don't

think it was spontaneous

combusiton."
Webb says that he would like

to know who set the fire. "I'm a

homeowner here, and I don't

like the thought of firebugs. It

However, Webb says, he has

no hopes for uncovering the

arsonists without an informer.

Although the Fire
Department seemed to have

extinguished the fire on Sunday
morning, they were called back

to the scene Sunday afternoon

when flames again surfaced.

SAFC Final Report

Fee Increased;

Allocations Made
by Jeff Wilson

The Student Activity Fee

Committee has finalized its

allocations for the 1973-74

school year.

No changes are anticipated

by Provost William B. Campbell.

Campbell has the final say in the

allocations.

The report is the culmination

of over three months of work by
the SAFC. They began work in

January with requests of over

•••
For table with 1972-73

SAFC allocations, 1973-74

requests, and 1974 allocations.

•••

The fire in the abandoned garage rages c

Gooch Says Gailor Hurts

Admissions Office Efforts
Director of Admissions

Albert Gooch has become the

latest in a long line of celebrities

to criticize Gailor Dining Hall.

In a letter to Saga Food
Service's General Manager in

Sewanee, Jim Samuels, Gooch
said that he had been

"embarrassed" several times

when he had taken prospective

students to Gailor for the

noonday meal.

Pressure

Returns

Riding
There will be a riding

program at Sewanee for the

1973-74 school year.

$73 thousand. There was,

however, only $50 thousand to

allocate.

After the preliminary

allocations proved
unsatisfactory, the SAFC
requested additional funds from

the University budget through

the Order of Gownsmen and

Delegate Assembly. They were

granted a $10 thousand increase

by Provost Campbell.

The SAFC granted the full

amounts requested to the Jazz

Society, WUTS, the Sewanee Casp

Popular Music Society, and the take

justify allocating the full

amounts requested.

The amounts requested by
Sewanee/Arts and the Lacross

Club were unreasonably large,

thought the committee. They
allocated to these groups only

about one-half of the request.

In their report, the

committee went to great lengths

discussing the request by the

Publications Board. This

(Continued on Page 15)

Students

Attacked

His main complaint was of

tables which had half-eaten

plates of food on them or spilled

food under them. He also

complained that the front steps

were often "trashy," and that

Gooch suggested in the letter

that Saga might hire additional

personnel whose responsibility

it would be to clear tables of the

trays which students sometimes
fail to take to the dish window.

Saying that he realized it was
a "tough battle" to serve food

economically with today's

soaring food prices, Gooch
refrained from criticizing the

quality of the food served at

Gailor.

number sending in the fee this

time last year.

He also says that he knows of

one particular instance where

Gailor has caused a student to

decide not to come to Sewanee.

Gailor's cleanliness has been

under criticism for some weeks

following an inspection by the

Franklin County Health

Department several weeks ago.

The inspectors listed over thirty

(Continued on Page 10}

Ski Team. They said in then

report that, "In our opinion

these organizations have been

particularly responsible and

effective."

The requests of the Sewanee
Ski and Outing Club, the

Ci nema Guild, the
Experimental Film Club, and

the St. Luke's Community were

reduced by relatively small

amounts. The committee said

they were aware of the value of

these organizations. However,

they said that they could not

The University is currently

seeking indictments against live

area residents who allegedly

started a disturbance at the

Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity

House on the night of Saturday,

April 28 , of party weekend.

The five came into the house

"looking for a fight" according

to Dean of Students John M.

Webb. One student, Peter

Emerald-Hodgson

Hospital where he received

three stitches for a cut in the

Dean Webb and several

students testified before the

Grand Jury on Monday. It was

not known at presstime whether

the Grand Jury would hand
down indictments.

John Weatherly, a student in

the College, was the first

student hit by the intruders.

Webb says that the attackers

were obviously in search of

person with long hair.

Un ity
.the

appropriated $15 thousand for

the program. Preliminary

expenditures will be for the

construction of a barn and

riding ring. There will also be

some sort of housing so that

someone can live at the stables

to protect against damage and
theft.

The future of the riding

program was in doubt for

several weeks after Mrs. Anne
Parsons announced that the

riding program was not going to

be able to use her facilities at

Foxridge Stables the coming

school year.

A concerted effort on the

part of the riding students was

the main reason for the

program's re-institution.

The new facility will be

located on the University Farm.

In i

s effort and, through

ntire College."

nterview over a week
after the letter was sent, Gooch
said that he had not noticed any
improvement. He termed the

"disgraceful."

Saga mananger Samuels says

that he does not feel that the

San..

responsibility, but that they*

now accepting responsibility for

cleaning it.

He also says that Saga is now
hiring additional help to aid in

cleaning up the dining room
during the meal.

Gooch says that he feels that

Gailor has definitely hurt the

admissions effort, pointing to a

decrease from last year in the

number of people who have sent

fee for the

sompased to the

A Tennessee Bureau of Investigation officer sits by the marijuana confiscated in a raid at

the New College Apartments. Over 40plantswere confiscated, along with quite a bit of

cured pot.
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Reflections On

Newspaper Role
As this is the last issue of the PURPLE this year, it

seems necessary to present a summation of our thoughts

during the past semester. In this way, we hope to give a

clearer view of the purpose served by the student

newspaper at Sewanee.

Several months ago, I was wary about assuming the

enormous responsibility of the editorship of the

PURPLE. In truth, my considerations were numerous.

Basically, I hesitated, fearing that a sophomore would

lack the leadership required to produce a significant

publication. Yet, weighing more heavily in the balance

was my fear that there existed the very real possibility

that the PURPLE would perish due to lack of interest.

Were this allowed to happen, there would be no remaining

forum for the expression of student opinion at Sewanee.

Indeed, this would have been tragic.

Student opinion must be an integral part of any

institution of higher learning — not in the sense of the

"inmates running the asylum, " but rather in the sense of

evaluating the quality of minds which the University is

developing. This, in the final analysis, is the most genuine

and reliable form of self-study that higher education can

utilize.

From the vantage point of the students, the student

newspaper provides a medium for articulating their views

to administrators, teachers, or their fellow students,

without hassling with the bureaucratic run-around. Many
times students have very valid opinions which should be

considered by those in power.

The major goal of the PURPLE has been to create an

awareness at Sewanee about events and trends and to

comment on them responsibly. A broad range of topics

have been discussed on these pages this semester. We have

tried to present a diversified format, so as to encourage

the growth of intelligent response on various aspects of

student life. This is of the utmost importance.

Looking to the future, we feel that we have an

excellent opportunity to continue broadening our appeal

to our readership. We hope that more students will

become involved in this endeavor.

The PURPLE dees not just happen — it does not

sprout from under cabbage leaves. It is the product of

many hours of hard work on the parts of those who care

enough to dedicate their minds to the project. To all who

shared my vision of what a student newspaper should be,

and who spend their time making it a successful reality, I

wish to express my heartfelt thanks. This paper would

never have been without them.
— Robert Dale Grimes

Editor

by John Robert

What role, if any, should the

Church take in the political and

social issues of the day? The

recent Sewanee Symposium

held in Washington, DC,

attempted to answer this and

other questions which will

undoubtedly be important ones

in the work of the General

Convention of the Episcopal

Church in October.

If the Church has the right to

involve itself in the work of the

"social gospel," what methods
should it employ when speaking

to the moral and ethical

questions of modern-day

society? The Symposium
tackled this problem in

workshops which were asked to

discuss such issues as "The

Affluent Society and Poverty,"

"Processes of Dissent," "Power

to the Powerless," " War and

Raising," and "Individualism vs.

Collectivism." Although no

consensus was reached, it was

agreed that the Church does

have the right and duty to speak

to every element of public and

private life in terms of

communicating the Gospel of

Christ to the nation. Sensitive

All Roads

Lead To....

After five years of new floor

plans, revised floor plans, and

final floor plans, the Bishop's

Common is under construction.

All we can say to this is "thank

heavens, it's taken long

enough!"
But there are still a couple of

questions in our minds as to the

final landscaping.

The original plans called for

Alabama Avenue to be closed

from in front of the old Kappa
Sigma house to Georgia Avenue,

in front of the new union. (This

is the part of the road that runs

between the library and Woods
Labs.) A courtyard was to be

constructed.

We hope that this idea has

not been forgotten.

Closing this section of

Alabama Avenue would not be a

major problem as far as traffic is

concerned. Alabama Avenue is

(Continued on Page 4)

requires a fast thinking and fast

acting Church.

The Church has long been

associated with every trivial

aspect of society. To the

outsider, to most Americans,

the Church is the institution

that blesses every little league

baseball game, speaks at every

community supper, and spends

a considerable amount of time

wrangling over the finances for

the altar guild. In short, the

Church, if it is to be as effective

as Christ intended, if its

members are to be the true salt

of the earth, must be willing to

take the risk of sticking its head

out of the stained-glass windows

and be seen clearly as a living

force, guided by the Holy Spirit

and strengthened by the grace

of God.
When the Church universally

adopts this policy, it will not be

seen as a house of the elite, nor

will it spread itself so thin that it

is forced to water down its

message of redemption and

liberation.

(Continued on Page 7}

Thoughts On Good,

Bad Aspects Needed
There are approximately two

weeks of school left before the

ends, and, within those

ks are the worries of

exams, of leaving for the

summer, of jobs and plans for

the next three months. And no

onewillreally have much in the

way of time to spend on such

matters as have been the topic

of discussion in previous

editorials.

But later, when the initial

excitement and pleasure of

school's end has subsided, when
you're working to earn money
for next year's expenses, or

studying in summer class, or

doing whatever you'ry going to

do this summer — think

Think of the money spent on

a room that can't be painted

without the possible

"rehabilitation fee," where

head boards or window screens

cannot be removed, where

remodeling cannot be done
because the plumbing is in such

desperate need of repair it won't

last another year. Think of the

money spent to eat at a cafeteria

that failed a health inspection

twice, or for classes that are

overcrowded in relation to the

student-teacher ratio, and
inadequately scheduled.

Think of the great quantities

of beer cans and broken class

that defile every site of natural

beauty on the Mountain, or the

reasons they're there — because

a BIG night at Sewanee is a big

drunk. Think of the lost and
poorly-done clothing, product

of the Sewanee Steam Laundry,

or of the limited number of

dorm washers and driers.

OR . . . think of the positive

aspects — the amazing human
variance that IS Sewanee, spring

in Abbo's Alley, coffee at the

Union, 3 AM breakfasts at the

truck stop.

Think of something that

; year respond t

ange

eflect t:

For the silent majority is

alive and well, living on a

mountain top in southern

Tennessee. Ideas are expressed,

and a hundred hushed mumbles
spread like ripples from a rock

in a puddle. Facades are all but

mandatory, voiced opinions all

but immediate ostracism — or

As T.S. Eliot said in "The
Hollow Men":
"This is the way the world ends

This is the way the world ends

This is the way the world ends

Not with a bang but a

whimper."
— Michelle Mauthe
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Letters to the Editor
To the editor:

Weekend before last, I

attended the Sewanee
Symposium on the Church's
involvement in social and
political issues mWashington,
DC. It was undoubtedly the

single most important thing that

the University of the South has

done in the last decade.

By addressing itself to one of

the i the

Church today, Sewanee has

reasserted its role as the lending

Church education institution in

the nation. And by addressing

itself to a question of

Sewanee has sought to influence

the nation's thought patterns.

As a small liberal arts

institution in a country where
small liberal arts institutions are

raipdly folding, the University

must fight to stay alive. We will

not succeed by keeping to

ourselves or by indiscriminately

adhering to those methods and
ideas that have worked in the

past. Sewanee needs continual

responsible innovation, not for

the sake of innovation, but for

the sake of being the best that

The recent symposium is an
excellent example of this type

of responsible innovation. It

was not an easy thing to

organize. John Bratton, Anne
Tribble, and the rest of the

Symposium Committee worked
like dogs. The eighty-odd

members of the Sewanee
community who went to

Washington returned

symposia. I urge the community
to involve itself in this and other

valuable and innovative

projects. I urge the community
to give of itself to maintain the

vitality and to enrich the

experience in living of this

— Christopher Paine

To the editor:

When every attendant at the

Sewanee Symposium was a

participant, it is difficult to

name individuals whose services

were special to the occasion. To
Mr. Westfeldt and Mr.

Chancellor we are especially

Grateful for the professionalism

which carrie;the day. I must also

acknowledge publicly, as I have

privately, that Dr. Gessellof our

seminary and Dr. Chitty, the

(University) historiograph*

beautiful views on the Mountain

are seen by our trail riders. We
offer hourly rides or longer

exha It

immediately rewarding
financially. But it was worth all

the trouble.

How? It was worth it in

terms of open discussion of an

important idea and goodwill

from the national Church.

Worth it in terms of interesting

prospective students
jn the

University and in terms of

gaining valuable publicity. And,
most importantly, in helping

the participants to better

understand themselves and their

roles in our society.

nunity upport future

RALPH
by Pat Pope

"Ralph, I think it's time we
had a serious talk. Have you got

a minute?"

"Well, maybe a minute. I've

been pretty busy lately."

"Do you know what's the

matter with you, Ralph? THE
SEWANEE RUNAROUND.
That's what's the matter with

"Funny. I don't feel sick."

"You're not sick, Ralph.

You're being busied to death.

It's all part of a scheme to grind

you down."
"Sort of like busy work in

elementary school."

"That's right, Ralph. But

you have to remember that this

is college. Things are more
sophisticated here."

"It's all a matter of juggling

things, I guess."

"WORSE THAN THAT
Ralph. You can coast along for

weeks without anything to do.

And then it hits you all at

once — term papers, required

readings, major tests."

"They like to kick you when
you're down, don't they?"

"It's all part of the master

(Continued on Page 12)

vided .<i>i<<

invaluable contributions. Anne
Tribble of our staff was
indispensible to the success of

th e program. The
administration backed us from

the beginning and participated

to the fullest.

Washington alumni sponsors

of the program were generous in

gifts of time and expense. The
Hart Mankins gave the flowers

in profusion in St. Alban's

fefectory and at Dr. Bennett's

party for the panelists in the

deanery. Judge and Mrs. Morris

gave the cocktails at their

country estate near McLean.
Then there was the choir.

Many members volunteered

for

Symposiun -Ed.'

ride;

chin

.ind

program, we provide boarding

for horses, we train horses, an

have farrier service.

For the past two years we
have helped Girl Scout troops

earn a badge in horsemanship.

Our course of study includes

learning the parts of the horse

and his tack as well as the basics

of beginning riding.

Our future plans include

raising and training horses for

sale, more trails, more boarding

facilities, and an indoor riding

hall.

We

- Pat Kirby

the

To the editor:

I think perhaps it is time we
tried to clear up some of the

problems that have arisen

regarding the riding program.

About a month ago Mrs.

Garland told one of her classes

of the necessity to find new
facilities if the program was to

continue after this semester.

This was done partially as an

informative measure to explain

why most of her own horses

were for sale. Too, she had been

unable to work out a feasible

plan with the University to

Symposium and contributed

much to keeping things moving
and in order. On Sunday, a

concert expertly programmed
by Dr. Running preceded a

beautiful rendition of Choral

Evensong in a memorable
liturgical setting arranged by
Chaplain Canfill.

A special word of thanks also

goes to the leadership provided

by each student present and
especially the PURPLE and
WUTS-FM.

— John Bratton

[Mr. Bratton, as Director of the

Associated Alumni, was
coordinator for the entire

symposium, and did as much as

anyone toward seeing to it that

the event was successful. The
PURPLE thanks Mr. Bratton on
behalf of all the participants for

the part he played in

To the editor:

In response to the claim that

the Foxridge Stables are the

only riding facilities on the

Mountain, I would like to

inform the Sewanee
communityof the facilities and
riding program offered by
Can-Tex Farms.

Our program includes both
English and Western riding. In

the English field, we teach basic

equitation, jumping, and trail

riding. In the Western field, we
teach basic equitation, barrel

racing, pole bending, trail

riding, and western games, such
as potato racing, keyhole racing,

and 100-yard dashes.

Our horses know their jobs

and have ribbons and trophies

to prove it! They are DOIN'
horses. Nearly every weekend
finds some of them at a horse

show working and winning; and
then during the week they are

back on the job as teachers and
trail horses.

There are 300 acres of trails

to ride out here at Can-Tex.
Truly some of the most

continue the program, and I

think we all tend to seek advice

when confronted with a

concerned. But what is more
important, they were concerned
enough to DOsomolhiiig;Some
talked witht the Dean of the

College, others wrote tetters to

the Vice-Chancellor, and one
student wrote an article Tor the

PURPLE (4/12/73). I think

Christy Bay's intent was to

create an awareness in the entire

student body, not just among
the riders. The portion of her

article referring to Mrs. Parsons

was not intended to violate

Unfortunately, hindsight is

often more accurate than
foresight, and I feel quite sure

Christy now realizes the mistake
in not consulting Mrs. Parsons

before submitting her article.

I can also understand

completely Mrs. Parsons' desire

to make her position clear, as

stated in her letter to the
PURPLE of April 19. Her
private plans are precisely

that — private. They concern
her family alone, and whether
she plans to stay in Sewanee or

move is entirely irrelevant to the

riding program.

I think that what is relevant

has been made quite clear:

namely, how to continue the

riding program at Sewanee. As a

rider myself, I totally

sympathize with the desire to

see the program continued.

Although it will not directly

affect me since I plan to

graduate in May, I am fully

aware of how riding can
contribute to one's well

being — it's just good to be able

to ride through the woods on a

spring day and forget that you
have Comps in two weeks.

Hopefully, this letter has
settled sone of the issues at

hand. Actions do speak louder

than words, and only through

the concentrated efforts of the

whole community will our
present dilemma be solved.

- Medora Krome

To the editor:

In reply to Ms. Marian

England's letter, which
expressed concern over the

emotional attachment of the

riding students to Mrs. Garland,

their instructor, I would like to

ask who is really being

emotionally attached.

Riding students are strongly

attached to their horses, just as

most people are strongly

attached to their pets. The
riding program would not

Mrs. Garland.

The article concerning the

possible loss of the riding

program was. neither suggestive

nor slanderous toward Mrs.

Parsons and the ballet program.

It was a sincere plea from the

riding students to suve the riding

program. Hopefully, with

support, this will be achieved.

'Bill Tecau

the rag man
PARTI

After so much silence from

the Delegate Assembly, one

would come to suppose that

great plans and proposals were

being prepared and would come
out admidst shouts and bugle

blows. But alas, there the school

struck a profound
disappointment. In a letter to

the Order of Gownsmen from

the Speaker, Flea Perrin, and

another letter to the PURPLE,
by a Mr. David Beiler, who is a

member of the DA, the roar we
all were expecting resulted

merely in the clap-clap oTgums
slapping to gether. It seems that

both these gentlemen were

disillusioned. Their pet project,

a new constitution, had come to

naught.

Mr. Perrin explained in his

letter that even if his committee
worked night and day they

could not have a new
constitution ready. (And let's

be realistic, Party Weekend was

still coming up. ) What happened

to the Covenant? Where went
Paradise? The answer one finds

is easier than one would expect.

There are villains in our midst!

Two of them print their ideas in

a column. They expressed

that is not so surprising; he

merely reflects the organization

to which he belongs. And like

the Delegate Assembly. Mr.

Beiler's lapse into idiocy was

not momentary, but terminal.

— William G. Pecau

The Original "Rag Man"

PART II

Since this is the last issue of

the year, it must be noted that

Mr. Grimes and Mr. Harris have

produced the finest PURPLE in

the last four years without

This last act will entail a

llgi ind

skept thai

j either needed

or wanted. But one cannot

blame them really because they

are only two senile old seniors.

No. The real villains were in the

Order of Gownsmen. A small

group of the elite insidiously

sabotaged the new constitution,

and as Mr. Whittle quaintly put

it by "laziness, lethargy, and
indolence."

Mr. Beiler's letter was more
amusing because it had no point

(spiritual geriatrics?). Of course,

entimentality, but, after all, it

s the curse of senility. So, here

sJosiah M.Daniel, III.

The end of the year, the

conclusion of four years, is a

good time to reflect on

Sewanee.

First, the Sewanee woman.
She has four years behind her

now. Many credit her with

taming party weekends into

respectability. Probably so. Her

other achievement is a

commendable academic
performance. Yet I do not think

she measures up to her full

potential. In terms of the

history of Sewanee she is still a

novelty, and she feels this

novelty, which is one reason the

Sewanee woman, with few

exceptions, will not stick her

neck out. Ostracism is her

unarticulated fear, for dating is

a central fact of her daily life.

Secondly, the Sewanee man.

Four years of coeducation have

changed s

wants it, and that gives peace of

mind if not outright relief from

some kinds of frustration. As

always, the Sewanee man is

non-political. Instead, he

concentrates on cultivating the

critical-but-tolerant view of life

that one gets by sharing a glass

of beer with his fellows.

Finally, Sewanee itself. Four

years of coeducation, four years

of the Class of '73 have not

really changed Sewanee. The
names, the faces, even the

buildings change, but Sewanee

stays the same. Each year the

seniors comp, and then move on

to make room for a new crop of

freshmen. As the poet Percy

noted, the essence of Sewanee is

And thus my last words to

underclassmen: enjoy Sewanee

now, for you can live in Arcady

only a short while.

— Joe M.Daniel, '73
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Follows Disbandment

OG Censures

CRC For Inaction
The Order of Go»

OG-Deleea embly

Commitlee for "lethargy,

indolence, and laziness." The
motion of censure, which was

made by Richard Whittle, a

CRC member, was approved by

a voice vote of the OG members
present.

Whittle pointed to a survey

sent out by CRC Chairman

Henrv "Flea" Perrin to which

only one of the OG's CRC
members (Whittle) replied that

they were interested in

continuinn the work
CRC.

During the debate

motion, Smokey
supported the motit

leaders have led us.

cheering from some of I

the

Placement

Office

News
Odyssey Enterprises of

Castn

ifort irk this

in the Hawaiian Islands and at

the Grand Canyon.
The pay will be $185 per

tour; tours last approximately

eight days. Requirements are

minimal and very liberal

.

Employees must be 16 years of

age by July 30, 1973, must be in

goud health, must have average

intelligence, a pleasant
personality, and parent
permission for 16 and 17 year

olds.

There are openings for both
men and women; the firm is an
equal opportunity employer. It

is not necessary that you work
the entire summer.

To applic

send a stamped, self-addressed

envelope to: Summer Jobs,

Odyssey Enterprises, Box 1041
Castroyille, California, 95012.

Mr. Ted Ridings of New
York Life Insurance Company
has generously contributed an

excellent booklet for students

planning to have job intervews.

This booklet entitled, "Making
the Most of Your Job

Interview," is available in the

Placement Office.

bally

counseling (psychology
majors), general administration,

practically every competency.
An interview team will vUit the

campus on May 15. Make
appointments in the Placement
Office.

The Ale
Restaurant chain is opening a

new branch in Chattanooga.

They are interviewing for jobs
for summer on campus. May 14.

Sign up in the Placement Office

by Friday if you are interested.

to have proposed a new
constitution for the Sewanee
student government by May 1

had recently been dissolved by
Perrin, its chairman, because of

a lack of involvement by the

Other than censureship, the

main activity was nominations

for the 1973-74 Honor Council,

Discipline Commitlee, and

Student Vestry.

Nominated for the DC were

Gene Mechling, Dennis Hejna,

Andrea Lang, Bobby Coleman,

Gary Larkins, John Armistead,

John Mask, Robin Dahlstrom,

Ruth Heinberg, Dale Grimes,

Meredith Preston, John Allin,

Scott Bamman, Tom Cowan,
Tica Gibson, Ed Niehoff , Martin

Tilson, Mimi Ivey, and Lee

Allen.

The question of whether or

not proctors were going to be

allowed on the DC for 1973-74

was raised. This was to be

looked into, and if found to be

true, all proctors were to be

stricken from the list of

Eleven rising junic

Garden Soon Complete

ated the Close Alabama Ave.

Japanese garden for being built by Fine .Arts

:ontemplation, and just students in conjunction with a

laxation. The garden is survey course on the art of
~~

Japan. Built under the direction

of Mesdames Kihm and Helme,

the

two-year seats on the Honor
Council. They were Cornelia

Hood, David Cordis, Susan
Griffin, Billy Jo Shelton,

Andrea Lang, John Armislead.

Helen Funk. Nancy Guerard,

Tim Swann, John Mackersie,

and Mary Shelton.

Nominated for the on post

for rising sophomores were
Marian McClure, Laurie

Saunders, Brad Gioia, Mike
Payne, Julie Montgomery,
Richard Wood, Norman
Jetmundsen, Allen Reddick,
Steve Harris, Edmond
Williamson, Harry Hoffman,
Jim Greer, Miles Warfield, Jim
Harper, Charles Morgan, and
Mike Ingram.

! shrubs and
ety

The sfor
rising juniors on the Student
Vestry and those nominated
were Helen Vanek , Pam
Mumby, Chris Steele, Tricia

McClaughlin, Tim Swann, and
Cissy Lewis.

For the spot on the Vestry
for one rising sophomore were
nominated David Morrison,
Elizabeth Duncan, Sally Hill,

Phil Jones, Wiley Parsons, and
JohnStultz.

Elections for these posts will

be Monday. Also on Monday,
elections for the Speaker and
Speaker pro tempore of the
Delegate Assembly will be held.

Nominations for these posts are

to be made at tonight's DA
meeting. A symposium for the

DA nominees will be held

A resolution supporting the
report by the joint DA-OG
Committee on Open Dorms was
passed unanimously by the
body. Several Gownsmen
praised the committee for the
way in which it had handled its

investigation of the open dorm
possibilities.

(Continued from Page 2)

closed now from Georgia

Avenue on to University

Avenue (at Benedict). This

eliminates it as a through street.

The amount of paved ground
in this general vicinity is

growing steadily. The large

parking lot which is to be
constructed along with the

Bishop's Common will help this

growth. The question is: Is all

this parking and driving space

needed? We say no.

Many of the proponents of

this stretch we are proposing to

eliminate say that this is an
important parking area. They
point to its accessibility to both
Woods Labs and the Library.

The Spring
In-Gathering of the
United Thank Offering

from the University

Community will be
taken at All Saints'

Chapel during the 11:15
Holy Eucharist on May
13. This offering of

gratitude for daily life is

used as a world wide
support for specific

projects in schools,

hospitals, and many
other areas of need.

A new Chancellor will be
installed on Tuesday, May 29.
Bishop Girault Jones' term
expires this year and the Board
of Trustees will elect the new
Chancellor. At present, there
are no known candidates for the
position.

The parking spaces lost will

be more than made up for by
the new lot to be built west of

the Common. The small parking
lot currently located between

Woods Labs and the Phi Delta

Theta house now opens onto
the stretch of road we are

proposing to eliminate, they

Why not put in an access

road to this from behindWoods'.'

The parking lost could be

screened from the library side

with bushes or shrubbery of

Our proposed cut-off on the

south end would not sever the

existing access road to the

delivery entrance of Woods
Labs (next to the greenhouse).

Some parking spaces would be

available in front of the old

Kappa Sigma House where
Alabama Avenue would be a

deadend.

We see no other excuses for

not following through with the

plan.

Sewanee has long prided

itself on its "natural look." Now
is the time to prove that this is

not false pride.

— Jeffrey L.Wilson

with stone benches and a small

Mrs. Kihm, the instructor, is

being aided by Mrs. Helme of

Nashville, who has designed

several Japanese gardens in this

area, the most notable of which

is Cheekwood Fine Arts Center

and Botanical Gardens in

Nashville.

The site for the Japanese

Garden, between Gailor and

Woods, was selected by class

competition. It was chosen
because of the natural water

supply from the cave under All

Saints' Chapel and the large

trees which provide shade.

Most of the labor is provided

by the students in the class.

They have planted the trees and
shrubs, laid the sidewalks, and

built part of the dam that holds

water for the stream. The rest of

the work was done by
University workmen. They built

the small bridge and benches
and did most of the cement

Funds for the project have

been provided by the University

and alumni, although there are

no plans to name the garden in

honor of any distinguished

alumnus.

+
The American Red Cross

the
good
neighbor. PUB

NEW HAPPY HOURS
Tuesday before Study Day and Friday

4 P.M. - 6:30 P.M.
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Alumni Sponsored Symposium Successful
John Chancellor, on his feet

for four hours in the "Sewanee
Symposium" held in

Washington, DC, extracted

from 22 experts a variety of

opinions on the most divisive

issue in the American religious

scene. The noted NBC news

commentator, introduced by
Vice-Chancellor J, Jefferson

Bennett, brought into focus the

backgrounds of eleven panelists

on the subject "the involvement

of churches in social issues and
political action."

After 18 months of planning,

the group of 200 participants,

including 24 resourse persons

and approximately a dozen
individuals in each seminar, met
in St. Alban's school auditorium

on the morning of Saturday,

April 27. The gathering was
sponsored by the Associated

Alumni, the Universtiy, and the

Sewanee Club of Washington.

Protagonist for church
involvement was Bishop John T.

Walker, veteran of ministry to

the inner city and one-time host

of a popular TV program,
"Overview." Walker said prayer

and priase cannot be divorced

from the way we live our lives in

the world. Concerning
competence, he said that while

the Church knows little about
politics, economics, and social

welfare, it does know must
about the principles of ethics

which govern the human
enterprise. The Church has

espoused relief and healing

throughout history, he
continued, and the gospel has

implications for both the

corporate body acting in

concert and the responsible

individual. Corporate and
individual action of the Church
cannot be separated. The
Church cannot remain
indifferent to such problems as

race, poverty, and stil be the

Church, the body of Christ on

The antagonist speaking

against Church involvement was

Stelphen C. Shadegg of

Phoenix, Arizona, western

ager

rcho

Faith "the

shine

pre-arranged workshops which
discussed various facets of the

basic issue. After reassembling,

the group leders read to the

panel and other participants, a

summary of each workshop's
findings.

The report on the Church's
moral influence on corporate

business was given by Dr. J.

Kevin Green, assistant professor

of economics at Sewanee. The
Church, he said, should be

involved in some ways, making
its influence felt by raising the

Christian consciousness of

business leaders to higher levels

of sensitivity. Dr. Green added
that his seminar seemed better

prepared to discuss problems of

corporations in South Africa

than in America.
The second report — social

conflict — was given by
dean-elect of the theological

seminary at Sewanee, the Rev.

Urban T. Holmes, who said that

his group reacted positiviely on
some roie for the Church in

resolving social conflict but was
divided as to responsibilities and

The Rev. Lee A. Belford,

head of the department of

religion at New York
University, reported on
affluence and poverty, asking

that the Church
sensitivity and
successively higher levels in the

presidential candiate Barry

Goldwater. Shadegg, praised by
summation speaker Dr. John
Gessell for his "impressive

witness and testimony" agreed

that the church had played a

major role in shaping society

and had been behind nearly

every beneficent advance. One
problem, he said, was how to

reconcile concern for the

individual committed to Christ

with the work of what he called

the institutional church
controlled and manipulated by
hierarchy.

How, he continued, do we
reconcile a corporate body of

power and judgment under the

influence of the social gospel

with the Church as the power
bloc intervening in social

the

responsibility of individuals.

The Church's task, Shadegg

said, is to proclaim gospel truth

and do it in the context of duly

constituted civil authority. The
: of power to make violent

eof

east" — which faith it is the

church's duty to impart — can

and does change minds and
heartsh.

These two statements were

followed by adjournment to

social system, seek to persuade

that sharing is good, and a more

equitable distribution of the

world's goods and power

The fourth seminar, on

processes of dissent, had as its

leader the only student in such a

role, Thomas D. Woodbery, a

junior political science major

recently elected to Phi Beta

Kappa. His group concluded

that Church involvement in

dissent was inevitable and

entirely appropriate but with

the warning that the militantly

incapacitate himself for pastoral

Social anthropologist Dr.

Marion Pearsall, spoke on the

empowerment of the powerless.

The problems, she said, were

identifying the sources of power

and the means of transferring "it.

Should it goonthose not wanting

it and to those incapable of

exercising itTThere are pastoral

and prophetic roles but the

Church must encourage sharing

of power despite the risks.

Speaking on the Church's

ministry to governmental and

economic powers, Bishop

Christopher Keller, Jr., of

Arkansas, thought Church

insights of great moment in

promoting moral
decision-making.

The seventh workshop,

reported by the Rev. Dr. Donald

Armentrout, Lutheran
clergyman, dealt with war and
amnesty. It brought out a

resolution asking that the

Executive Council recommend
to the Federal government a

policy of amnesty for those who
refused to fight on moral

grounds.

the Rev. Loren B. Mead,

-raising, called Tor

identifying ethical and moral

issues in all areas of life and
articulating the Church's

position on them.

Dealing with collectivism vs.

individualism, the Rev. Richard

Downes, chaplain of St. Alban's

School, called for individual

participation equated as a

response to Christ.

Former Alabama
Congressman Armistead I.

Selden said that in supporting

guarantees — freedom of speech

and of the press — churchmen
must clarify exactly who they

represent when they make

The final workshop on the

restoration of confidence in the

American political system

found that system flexible and
amendable to change but cited

as the duty of the Church to

speak out against corruption

and for justice.

The sumation by Dr. Gessell,

theologian from Sewanee, drew
together the substance of the

speakers' remarks including the

two hours of input by the eleven

panelists. Churches, he said,

seem inextricably involved.

With propriety, they can and

individual ac tion , moral

influence, and should exercise

their prophetic function.

Gessell noted less certainty

among participants about

institutional reality, structural

change, and limits of

"The issue between the two
terms of polarity is at base

theological," Gessell said. "How
do we experience God acting in

history'What is the meaning for

all men of the passion , of death

and resurrection?What is the

meaning of human experience

in history?Of Power, Justice,

Sin, Grace, Virtue? We must
struggle with the biblical

witness of God's self-revelation

and of his purpose to liberate

men from death, sin and

oppression. From a theological

perspective, the church can

ex e r c ise its critical and
prophetic function in relation

to the social issues of the day."

All you smokers
who plan to quit
someday:

Can you
throwaway that pack
right now?
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Beiler Wants To Revitalize Assembly

The scene was Blackman Auditorium

some three years ago. Officers of the

student government and University

administrators sat in the pit, faced a mass

of students who had come to hear what had

been billed as a"studentsymposium."

One topic discussed that day dealt with

the power of the student body to nullify a

University regulation through collective

civil disobedience.

D. A. Speaker Carolis Deal said such

action would be justified if the

Administration had wilfully ignored the

wishes of a great majority of students on

the subject. Dean Puckette insisted that

such action would be "unfortunate" for it

would indicate there had been a

"breakdown in communications.
"

Since that time we have indeed

witnessed a total collapse in

communications. Although this condition

is directly the result of a lack of definition

between the roles of the University's

governing bodies, it has been perpetuated

by both the erosion of will and community

spirit among students and the desire of

some administrators to centralize authority

into their sector.

O. G. committees, D. A. committees,

joint committees, faculty committees,

University committees, administrative

committees, and evenself-studycommittees

fester in the rotting woodwork of the

University bureaucracy. Work is done in

duplicate or triplicate, lauded or

denounced or ignored, but always

forgotten. No one knows what anyone else

is doing or where proposals should be

referred after they have been fashioned.

While being questioned by theD. A. last

year. Dean Webb wasasked what authority

held sway over the Dress Code. "You
know, " said our pipe-smoking sage, "I

honestly don 't know.
"

Although there has been a

communications breakdown, we have yet

to see student uprisings as those envisioned

by the speakers at the symposium. The
student is dissatisfied with the restrictive

social regulations, archaic and
unnecessarily limited curriculum,

unvarying traditional course structure, and
stagnant social and intellectual

atmosphere, and either leaves or grimly

decides to stick the four years out, figuring

things aren 't any better elsewhere. He
blames his student representatives for the

failure of his wishes to materialize and
comes to expect little from them. As a

result the D. A. is effectively discredited in

administrative circles by the indifference of
the students.

What does a body represent when more
than half its members aren't even elected

and one in six seats remain vacant (all from
a lack of willing candidates) ?

The student grumbles, takes his chances

of being one of the unlucky tokens of social
rule enforcement, and tries to think about
more pleasant things than the University's

system ofgovernment.
For the past two years — beginning with

the Cude Committee study of student
social and political indifference, in the fall

of 1971, and more recently with
Constitutional Revision Committee — I

have listened to and advanced various

proposals for alleviating these basic faults

in student government. The following are
basic points from a constitution I have
proposed to the CRC:

(1) A Legislative Assembly which would
determine all regulation over student life.

The Assembly would consist of three

bodies — the Faculty, the D. A., and a

council of the major administrators — any

two of which could pass legislation with

their mutual approval.

(2) A requirement of the Faculty to

report any decision made by them in the

realm of academic affairs to the O. G. and

:he D. A., and to receive a presentation of

opinion of those two bodies regarding such

decisions.

(3) An O. G. veto over any physical

alteration or addition to the University.

(4) A radical overhaul in election

procedure.

(As this document is eleven pages long,

details cannot be printed here. Send me
your name through the SPO if you are

interested in the details, and 1 will return a

copy of this constitu tion.

)

There is little philosophizing here; this

constitution is concerned almost entirely

with mechanics. But I believe such a

clarified system is essen tial to the success of
student government as are the tangible

powers which would be provided for it for

the first time. This CAN be accomplished

without changing the existing ordinances

of the University. Hopefully the gist of this

document will be incorporated into the

constitution we will be drawing up next

year.

More is needed to expedite a fluent

administrative system which will be

responsive to student wishes than a

constitution can provide. Determined

leadership is needed.

I believe the Speaker should take a more
active role in administrative affairs than

merely concerning himself with the D. A.

and the duty of being its messenger toother

branches of authority. He should

familiarize himself with the network of
power structures, for often there is a

different structure to face for each type of
legislation. He must find allies in the

Faculty and Administration for a given

measure and co-ordinate them in such a

way as will exercise maximum influence in

behalfofa D. A. proposal.

Finally, as Speaker I would seek to

assure support from the students

themselves in all major issues and wouldnot
hesitate to mobilize such support, as did

Carolis Deal, into whatever expressions of

opinion would best convey the student

viewpoint.

Having been brought up in an

atmosphere ofpolitics and governmen t and
having been personally involved in this field

for the past twelve years, I will no doubt
continue to use whatever effectiveness I

can muster toward the revitalization of
student government, as I have these past

two years, regardless of how the outcome

of this or any other election may limit that

effectiveness. I ask that you join me in this

endeavor on Monday and throughout the

comingyear, come victory or defeat.

— David R. Beiler

Cook Wants To Restore

Confidence In DA
The Speaker of the Delegate Assembly

has the potential to make that assembly an

effective centerpoint of student

government. He needs to take advantage of

his position as spokesman for all students.

If anybody can save student government at

Sewanee it can be the Speaker, who can
lead the Assembly and who can fight for
the students want. Without effective

leadership the DA cannot change from
flirting with petty resolutions and enduring
unnecessarily long debate.

I believe that there should be student
participation in every facet of University

affairs. A speaker should be someone who
represents student interests to the faculty
and administration. If elected I will make

sure the best interests of the student body
are represented. I am an independent
candidate not seeking any group 's support
but every individual's.

I promise to be conscientious in office,
and my feelings will always be influenced
by the will of the majority of the students. I

will work for you, as well as for the

University, as a responsible leader, that is

essential for making the DA more effective.

As speaker it is impossible to please
everybody, but I will try my best to fairly

represent the student body and members of
the Delegate Assembly. The speaker must
not allow the DA to make afiascoof student
government. Thus, he must be tactful and
diplomatic in advocating student desires.

The Speaker lastly, but most

importantly, must command respect from
thestudents, faculty, and administration, if

he is to be effective in that seat.

Recently there have been attacks

undermining the usefulness and power of
the Delegate Assembly. Ipersonally believe

in the integrity of the DA and will serve to

restore that same confidence in all

students.

— Robert "Ty" Cook, Jr.

Presented here are the statements from the three

candidates for the speaker of the Delegate Assembly.

Candidates for the position of Speaker Pro Tempore
are Tim Swan, John Mask, andJohn Corder.

There will be a symposium Friday for the three

speaker candidates.

Elections will be held Monday at the Union for

these two posts along with positions on the Honor
Council, Discipline Comiitee, and Student Vestry.
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David Ross Better

Born August 15, 1953. In DA For three semesters. Sophomore. Member of the ad hoc

Cude Committee (study of student and social indifference, 1971). Coordinator, for an

effective DA (1972). DA Student Life and Curriculum Committees, Constitutional

Revision Committee (1973). Purple Masque Advisory Board.

Robert "Ty" Cook, Jr.

Born May 23, 1953. In DA for one year. Junior. Economics Major. Proctor for 1973-74.

President of Kappa Alpha Fraternity. Acolyte. Sewanee Volunteer Fire Department.

Patrick Bruce Pope

Born January 29, 1952. In DA for one year. Junior. Double Major in Economics and

Political Science. SEWANEE PURPLE Features Editor. Mountain Goat Editor for

1 973-74. Gownsman. Economics Club. Debate Society. Phi Beta Kappa.

TOP DMffi
(Continued from Page 2)

In this writer's opinion, the

Church is charged to fulfill its

function as a check on the

societies of man. And this task

can only be achieved if it spends
some time clearing the air of

t.h;ii i /ill i .It

phn and
irresponsibility and makes a

concerted effort to rid itself of

any and all philosophies which
produce a "dead wood"
mentality on the part of the

supposedly "dedicated" and
"devout" churchman.

The Church has Christ 's own

Pope Offers Constructive

Program for Assembly
It is a sad commentary on student

government that it often wallows in the

mire of petty resolutions and absurd

proposals. It is a serious indictment against

student leaders that they often fall into the

trap of bureaucratic inertia and bombastic

debate. Under such circumstances, student

government initiates little and

accomplishes noth ing. Th e Delega te

Assembly needs a leader who will

lead — not one who wilt be led.

This semester, the Delegate Assembly

held half of its meetings without a quorum
and a third of its meetings without a

speaker. As a result, its accomplishments

were dismal. It held six meetings, passed

seven resolutions, and formed eight

committees. Last week, it disbanded after

having accomplished nothing during the

entire semester. There can be no excuse for

this laxity in student government.

If elected Speaker, I will lead the

assembly toward constructive goals. I will

represent student interests and promote

student desires. I will attempt to solve

current problems rather than create

committees to find new ones. As I see it,

student government requires three

things -INVOLVEMENT, DIRECTION,
and FOLLOWTHROUGH. Involvement is

necessary so that current issues may be

clearly defined and openly debated.

Direction is necessary so that constructive

programs may be responsibly formulated

and sensibly enacted. And followthrough is

necessary so that administrative action may
be immediately fostered and effectively

directed.

A student leader deserves respect only if

he can provide these three things. If he

cannot foster involvement, he will be

plagued by apathy. If he cannot provide

direction, he will be beset by chaos. And if

he cannot promise followthrough, he will

be charged with ineffectiveness. It is time

that studen t govermen t ceased to by

plagued by apathy, beset by chaos, and

charged with ineffectiveness. It is time that

student government became effective

government.

I am a candidate dedicated to effective

government, committed to responsible

leadership. lam a candidate independent of

any faction, unanswerable to any clique. If

elected, I will not allow the Delegate

Assembly to make a mockery of student

government.

In conclusion, I would like to cite

several priorities for future student

government. These will be areas of concern

for any conscientious legislative body

during the next academic year.

(1) OPEN DORMS. Because of the

impractical nature of current rules

concerning dormitory visitation, the

Delegate Assembly has recently

recommended the adoption of an
open-dorm visitation system. I fully

support this action and will work for

implementation of the system at the

earliest possible date.

(2) MEAL TOKENS. Because of the

inequitable nature of compulsory board

fees, the Delegate Assembly has recently

recommended the adoption of a meal

token plan for voluntary dining privileges. I

sincerely believe that most students will

benefit from voluntary meal plans and will

work for their immediate implementation.

(3) FLEXIBLE EXAMS. Although the

administration has called for

de-emphasization of examinations, they

continue to be a principal determinant of

final grades. Therefore, I feel the

possibilities for a flexible examination

schedule should be fully investigated.

(4) BICYCLE SHELTERS. Whereas

many students rely upon bicycles as their

sole means of transportation, there is a

growing need for bicycle shelters to protect

these vehicles from adverse weather and

possible theft. Therefore, I feel the

administration should be encouraged to

build shelters at all dormitories.

( 5 ) CURRICULUM
RE-EVALUA TION. Because of the

tremendous number of freshman courses

being offered each semester,

upperclassmen suffer from a restricted

range of course offerings and a

disproportionate number of oversized

classes. Therefore, I feel the administration

should be called upon to re-evaluate

curriculum with a view toward revitalizing

courses for upperclassmen.

(6) JOINT COMMITTEES. Because of

the duplication of committees within the

OG and DA, inefficiency clogs the

legislative process. Therefore, I favor the

establishment of a joint committee system

with an emphasis upon the expedient

handling of legislative measures.

(7) CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION
Because of the failure to ratify a new
student constitution this year,

constitutional revision sould by the first

priority of the new assembly. I will

personally push through this needed

revision of the student constitution.

A speaker of the assembly should be

sensitive to the concerns of the entire

student body. As a candidate for that

position, I feel that I am sincerely

concerned with the problems of all

students. I ask for your support in the

solution of these problems.

— Patrick B. Pope

has the reassurance of God's
favor manifested in the Word of

the Resurrected and Victorious

Christ and is fed continually by
the grace of the sacraments. But
how long will it take for a

church to recognize that

churchmen should also be

sensitive and involved citizens.

The Rt. Rev. John T. Walker,

Suffragan Bishop of
Washington, addressed himself

to the problems of the Church's
role in issues of the day by citing

his own experience in the

nation's capital as an example of

the "risk" involved (but which
must be taken) if the Church is

to be the bold dispenser of the

message of the liberated man.
Objections were raised as to

methods employed in dealing

with problems and it was cited

that differing situations

required different methods,

from public confrontation to

private prayer. The Christian

must always be aware of his

duty to service to his fellow man
and therefore always remember
to care and love those which

whom he works or with whom
he disagrees.

This writer can only agree

with the general atmosphere of

thinking at the Sewanee

Symposium. The Church does

have the right to speak to issues

that directly involve moral

decisions. The present

technological age requires

deliberate and well-thought

proposals. A fast-moving era

proclaiming war and militarism

sinful in one breath and

thei

the Church is faced with a very

crucial question: does it exist as

just another religious fraternity,

or to take its place at the
the

will

the Church seek to do for all

men what Christ was sent here

to do -to liberate men from

bondage? This is the crucial

question, and it cannot remain

unanswered as long as the Holy

Spirit dwells in its members.

The Sewanee Symposium is

over. The results are not quite

clear. If anything, however, the

meeting may have opened the

door to a new awareness as to

what it really means to be

Christian and to be Catholic.

Bishop Walker will be speaking

to this problem during his visit

to St. Luke's this week, where

he is Bishop-in-Residence.

Kite Day
Sewanee's first Kite Day will

be held Monday afternoon. All

students are invited to

participate. The action will be at

the softball and soccer fields

beginning at 1pm.
Awards will be given for the

most original and the best-flown

kite.

The afternoon's events

include:

1p.m.: Co-ed Soccer Match

1:45- Co-ed Softball

2:30: Track and Field Events

3:30: Synchronized Swim Exhibit-

TheKite Flying will g nail
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University Finally To File Suit
The University of the South

will shortly file suit for a hair

million dollars against Berkeley

Corporation, a publishing firm

in New York for alleged

inaccuracies in a book entitled

"Insider's Guide To Colleges" .

Co-defendants are Kable News

Company of New York and

."ale Doily News of New Haven,

both associated with the

publishing venture. According

to Dr. J. Jefferson Bennett,

the place, although state

politicians and not campus

Uim ,iiy

Mil ..ll.-i

-Cha of

University, statements made by

the authors were "untrue,

unfair, and damaging."

The Guide describes itself as

"... what colleges are really like

... a careful, "embarrassingly

campuses."
The law suit charges that the

defendant wilfully and

maliciously published, sold, and

Ulhr

.It irly tell

what the long-range effects of

the killings of two black

students during a mild

demonstration on the campus in

November will be. The sudden

violence seemed incongruous,

given the political mildness of

e defendants

its to be false

but continued to distribute

"with reckless indifference to

their falsity and without

impartial of fair investigation."

Dr. Bennett said, "Our plans

for seekinglegal redress for this

misstatement imply no lack of

concern for the tragedy at

Southern University in New
Orleans last fall. We grieved as

did Christians everywhere for

those deaths. Prayers were said

in ourchapel for the victims and

their families. We do deplore the

reckless carelessness of the

publishers and we suffer from

the implications."

"Such a misstatement about

this University is very damaging

because of the wide circulation

of the book and because the

average reader will not attempt

to verify incidental allegations

of this kind. Furthermore, the

statement is grossly unfair to

The University of the South

because of the implication of

intolerance levelled at an

institution which has been a

leader for good race relations.

PRETERM Gives

Medical Research
PRETERM Institute

(Washington, DC), an

organization offering medical

care and research in abortion,

contraception, and sterilization,

has recently added counseling in

sexuality to its list of

community services. While the

ot sex therapy in

nd Johnson sense,

t the traditional

"sex education."

do every day at home, and the

responses to these exercises will

form the basis of the group

discu-sions. Areas covered will

include sexual physiology,

sexual myths and fantasies,

eplay,

program I-

the Master

The program will consi

two-hour group session:

or less people) meetini

week and led by a i

experienced counselors

Each group member

dissatisfactions, and other

problems.

The basic goal of the

responsible sex counseling at a

reasonable cost. (S120 for

twelve hours.) Anyone wanting

more in format-on should

contact Ms. Sally Walker at

PRETERM Institute, 1726 "I"
Street, NW, Washington, DC.

AC170M

/(act—

ACTION is a growing movement of volunteers out lo help people

help themselves It's the Peace Corps and VISTA, helping people

s and nghtdownlhe street Please don't crawl under a rock

ACTION today

TOLL
FREE.800-424-8580 ©

black

Sewanee was the first private

institution of higher learning in

the South to vote to

desegregate, and the first

student - this i

1953, a year before the Supreme

Court decision ordering

integration. Our local church

was the first Episcopal parish in

Tennessee to desegregate and

our local public school was the

beginning of this

ided

courageous leadership, often at

great cost in gift income. The

implications of this reckless

error are both distressing and

The University is represented

by Dearborn and Ewing of

Nashville and Breed, Abbott,

and Morgan of New York City.

Bennett also stressed the fact

that the Yale Daily News is a

seperate corporation -- not an

official arm of Yale University.

"We are certain," he said, "that

our great sister institution is as

deeply concerned for honesty

and accuracy in writing and

publishing, as is The University

of the South. This is not a law

suit between two universities,"

he added.

Twelve New Members

Inducted Into ODE
by Mike Walsh

Twleve new members were

inducted into Omicron Delta

Epsilon, the Economics Honor
Society, in April.

The new members, all

seniors, include : Robert M.
Bartenstein, Sewanee; Claude B.

Nielson, Evergreen, Alabama;
John E. Spainhour, Jr.,

Hickory, NC; Burell H. Morrell,

Pulaski, Tennessee; Peter K.

McClellan, Tallahassee, Florida;

William C. Johnson, Panama
City, Florida;Minor E. Woodall,

III, Guntersville, Alabama;
James R. Hale, Memphis;
Arthur Eckerson, III,

Chattanooga; Steven C. Burke,

Jacksonville, Florida; John
Bladen, Jr., also from
Jacksonville; and Henry E.

Bedford, III, of Dallas, Texas.

Initiates into ODE must be
senior economics majors in the

College who have achieved

academic recognition in this

field. Omicron Delta Epsilon,

according to Dr. John Green,

adviser of the Society, is "an

professional field of study.'

*•••••••*
The SEWANEE PURPLE

student interested in any of

these positions should contact

Dale Grimes through the SPO
before leaving school for the

Wanted!
people

who can:

al ho ety i

the

gnition of scholarly

iment, thestrengtheningof

between teachers and

ighout the United States

FRESH HOMEMADE

PIE
Much Variety

A Huge Slice

35 c

SUPPER SPECIAL
Steak Sandwich

French Fries

Large Coke

95'

STUDENT 1/iVfOJV
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•entertainmenti

Purple
MUSICMOVIE

BOOKREVIEWS
ARTPOETRY

Look At The Arts

Last weekend
the Purple Masque concluded its

season with Bertolt Brecht's

"The Caucasian Chalk Circle."

In the artistic sense to say that

this play concluded and did no
more is a grave slight to a fine

production, directed by Bob
Wilcox. The production

climaxed the 1972-73 season as

well as the important chapter of

a good novel. A Brecht creation

tests not only the acting abilities

Dthe

of the

most aspects a

meeting those

fied the Brecht

play. From the

entered auditorium to

the

t type

At The Outside Inn

LA Jazz Singer

Appears This Week
Joan C. Steele, the

prominent West Coast jazz

entertainer, will be at the

Outside Inn this Friday and

Saturday. The doors will open

at 8 :00 pm and shows will be at

8:45 pm and 10:45 pm both

lights.

Before moving

Angeles in 1966, Mrs. Steele was

active in composing music for

the Episcopal Church in her

native Montana. Since then she

has been on the forefront of the

nightclub- world out West.

Mrs. Steele's training was

primarily classical, and she still

gives classical recitals from time

to time. She has collaborated

with the composer Vernon

Duke and was musical advisor

for ABC Television.

As a jazz pianist and vocalist,

Joan Steele has appeared with

such artists as Tommy Flanigan

and Gorge Morrow. In addition

to a recent seven-month

European tour with J.R.

Monterose and Rene Thomas,
held lengthy

; at the Sahara in

Harvey's Wagon
Lake Tahoe, and

Palm

Carol Ponder's interpretation of

the central figure, a

kind-hearted but dull-witted

peasant girl. Both the dramatic

and humorous aspects of her

intense portrait of the girl's

struggle for justice created the

dual effect of serious drama and

comedy as the framework of a

story of chaos. If at moments
Miss Ponder's Grush lost the

nded the

has
engageme
Las Veg;

Wheel in

Ethel's Hideaway
Springs.

Currently Joan Steele leads a

jazz trio with Leroy Vinegar on

bass and Buzz Freeman on

drums. They are now appearing

at the Beverly-Wiltshire in

Beverly Hills.

deftness of her performance,

the growing love which she

developed through the scenes,

for a child not her own carried

through and mastered the

ingenious nature of Grusha.

Christopher Stoney as a

scheming and drunken revision

of the Robin Hood archetype,

held the suspense throughout

the eveneing. At the close of the

to whether Azdak, his role, is

the hero of the peasant or the

freeloder of the state. John

McClure added life to a possibly

flat character as the lover of

Grusha. Miss Cindy Owens, the

anti-heroine, complained and

ReflectionsOnDungHeap
It is difficult to criticize

attempts at poetry without

sounding pretentious, but it

would be equally pretentious to

insult the intelligence of the

reader by hiding truthful

criticism of such poetry.

Hopefully it is in this limbo of

constructive and honest

criticism that Sopherim

Magazine may be improved in

its future publications.

To say that the spring issue

of Sopherim Magazine is

something less than prolific in

its poetic contributions would

be an understatement. The fact

is, that Sopherim, in its hope

"to once again become the

highly esteemed writing group

that it was twenty years ago,"

has stubbed its proverbial toe on

the Spring issue. This failure

eventually boils down to the

quality of poetry within the

Although there are few
difinitions as vague, ambiguous,

or intangeable as that of poetry

this author agrees with John
Ciardi of Rutgers University

that the concern of a poem "is

not to arrive at a

definition,„.but to arrive at an
experience." Thus, the quality

of a poem (and its literary

merit) depend upon how well

the poem "goes about being a

performance of itself."

In this perspective, most of

the poems included in the

Spring issue of Sopherim give a

poor performance. Much of the

verse is actually much closer to

prose than it is to poetry. Much

of it is incoherent and strained

by affected sophistication. And
much of it simply lacks

development and polish. What is

left, in the preponderance of

statement with

explanation.

The "poems

elaboratic

re therefore

read than to

experience, and thus, better left

unread.

It would be unfair, however,

to say that all the writing in

Sopherim is as trivial and as

worthless as most of it is. There

is some writing that exhibits

structure, technique
, polish,

and skill and thererby easily

:ed because it seems out

(Continued on Page 10)

iple asted

lainlrd lliivui-'riciul I In.- pl.iy in

typical melodramatic style

which completented the

masqued character. Tica

Gibson's fine poetic voice

guided the play's course in a

1

plot

and
Outstanding among thei

Gary Harris and David Mason as

great comical basics. In all parts

they provided the comic relief,

rapid pace, and consistent

quality when the play

demanded to support the leads.

Mr. Harris especially excelled as

a drunken priest and Mr. Mason
as a stupid policeman.

Yet the success of a Brecht

play does not depend upon the

actors alone. The duty of the

technical design is to remind the

audience that this is a play, not
life. Alan Hopkins' basic set of

barbed- wire and canvas began

the plan to achive the effect.

Next, the director employed the

actors as stagehands. Screen

projections were to complete

the effect. Unfortunately, the

advantages of these was
underplayed to the extend of

becoming more of a distraction

than an aid.

The final touch was the

simple, moving music. Miss

Ponder and Mr. Stoney

effectively employed their

voices to mix with the simple

instrumentation and to ehance

the progress of the play.

The play was a success if the

words of the translater, Eric

Bentley, are to be believed.
" 'The Caucasian Chalk Circle'

transports to a world which, for

nothing other than the world we
live in, OUR world, the world of

Unreason, of Disorder, of

Injustice ..." Every aspect of

the production conveyed the

audience back to the chaos it

left but with a hope of Grusha's

winning. Yet Brecht demands
the audience's mind never leave

the theatre, so the play left man
in his world.

FLICKS with WICKS
This week at the Unioi

doesn't look too bad, if you'r

just looking for ways to use U)

some cime. Starting May 11 i

"Culpepper Cattle Compar
how

harsh life is on a long cattle

drive. Next is "Pete N' Tillie,"

with Walter Matthau and Carol

Burnett. It's the story of two

people, reaching middle age,

who fall in love and get married.

The courtship is rather funny,

but the movie ends on a sad

note. Their child dies and their

aksup, turning the

film into material for weekday
afternoons. A little uneven, but

with Matthau and Burnett,

there should be some good

For a followup, there is the

"Poseidon Adventure" with an

all-star cast. It's about an ocean

liner that gets capsized by a tidal

wave and how various people

manage to survive. Some of the

characters come across well, but

then some don't. But the actors

manage to pull this one through.

Mother's Day into Mother's Week
by sending your mom a Sweet Surprise

rly. Only your FTD Florist has it.

Sweet Surprise #1 is a

radiant arrangement of spring

flowers in a keepsake
container—a hand-painted

basket from Italy.

Sweet Surprise #2 is the

ame lovely basket tilled

th green plants and an
jccent of fresh flowers,

Pa, usually available for

less than $12.50.*

Order your mom's
Sweet Surprise

today!

jr FRl

s FTD symbol, you'
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Sewanee— Now and Then

Foggy Mountain Breakdown
by Penn Dilworth

"Earl Scruggs and the

Earl Scruggs Review

Live at Kansas State"

Columbia(KC31758)
Earl Scruggs is a legend; the

only thing on TV that is worth

turning the sound up for (the

music of the Beverly Hillbillies)

was done by Flatt and Scruggs;

he recently surprised the whole

rock music world with his

collaboration on the Nitty

Gritty Dirt Band's "Will the

Circle Be Unbroken" and now
had edibli

experience of the Earl Scruggs

Revue captured on vinyl,

captured here for all to listen to.

This album isn't really

country music, though, but

then it isn't rock either. Like

George Harrison's sitar/rock

albums, the Revue is a perfect
fusion of two seemingly

unrelated forms of music. They
perform songs like Don Nix's

"Everybody Wants to Go to

Heaven" withease, and swing

right into songs by Bob Dylan,
and the man himself, Earl

Scruggs and his "Foggy

nightclubs with Jerry Jeff

Walker. He writes and plays

with a variety that few

musicians today show. He
adapts Irish fiddle tunes to the

guitar, plays a mandolin duet,

and outdoes Jerry Garcia when
they play on several cuts

together. When he writes songs,

Bromberg shows an imagination

that can range from the

hilarious to tragically sad, to the

fantasies in his head. And when
you see a picture of this short

curly -haired, bespectacled

weirdo, remember what he says:

"You know you shouldn't let

the glasses fool you/stand

beside/me when you measure

bv Arthur Ben Chic i v

A HAPPENING

The first meeting of the

Board of Trustees of the

University of the South was

on July4-6, 1857, on Lookout
Mountain did precisely what

other boards do. It orated,

moved, perorated, resolved,

inscribed, embossed, gave

thanks, and adjourned. But then

something else happened. The

relentless Bishop Leonidas

Polk — who had not been

presiding officer — began

prodding. His letter to Bishops

James Hervey Otey and Stephen

Elliot, preserved in the Sewanee

archives, are masterpieces ol

diplomacy. Polk was
determined that the University

not be labeled his personal

project. But he was also

determined that the plans

should go forward. . He
prompted others to do what he

could have done alone much

True to the commitment in

their Address (issued from

Philadelphia, October 23, 1856)

the nine signing bishops saw to

it that their dioceses were

represented at the founding

meeting on Lookout, with the

exception of Bishop George W.

Freeman of Arkansas, then in

his final illness. Even Arkansas

had its part, for a delegate from

Alabama, the Rev. Henry C.

Lay, soon became hishop of

Arkansas.

e/Do: let

estimations rule you/So:

evening you might come a

realize/I am a demon
disguise."

Gooch
Blasts

Gailor
this column)

Also on the album, and also

stealing the whole thim.1 away
from Earl, are his sons. Randy
(acoustic and electric guitars)

and Gary (vocals, harmonica,
and bass). These musicians are

undoubtedly two of the best

young pickers around Nashville

today.

Earl, Randy, Gary, Varras

Clements (fiddle), Josh Graves
(dobro) and Jody Maphis
(drums) are live and well here

inside the cover of this album.
You'll know what I mean when
you hear them.

"Demon in Disguise"

David Bromberg
Columbia (KC31753)

David Bromberg is primarily

an acoustic guitarist; but he also

works well in the electric

medium. On this, his debut solo

album
, six of the nine cuts were

recorded live, and the three
studio recordings feature Jerry

Garcia, Phil Lesh, Bill

Kreutyman. and Keith
Godchaux.

Although this is " his first

album, Bromberg has been
playing his guitar in a variety of
places and with many different

people, probably most notably
the two years he spend tour ing

(Continued from Page 1)

things which should be
improved to bring Gailor within

the health standards. Most of
these improvements have been
made.

Gooch says that his letter,

dated April 23, was written

after the health inspection and
that he was fully aware that the

spection had taken place. This is

contrary to Samuels' claim that

Gooch was unaware of the
inspection when he wrote the

letter.

Both Samuels and Gooch are

currently trying to find out how
the PURPLE received a copy of
the letter. On April 30. one
week after the letter was
written, a copy was received by
a PURPLE staff member. Both
Gooch and Samuels denv having
sent the letter to the PURPLE.

The official delegates present

at the Lookout Mountain

meeting — the twenty de facto

founders of the University —
were: from Tennessee, Bishop

Otey, the Rev. David Pise,

Francis B. Fogg, and John

Arm field; from Louisiana,

Bishop Polk, the Rev. William T.

Leacock, George S. Guion; from

Georgia, Bishop Elliot; from

Alabama, Bisop N. Hamner
Cobbs, the Rev. Henry C. Lay,

Charles T. Pollard, and L. H.

Anderson; from Mississippi,

Bishop William Mercer Green

and the Rev. William
Wilberforce Lord; from Florida,

Bishop Rutledge; from South

Carolina, Bishop Thomas
Frederick Davis and the Rev.

Alexander Gregg; from North

Carolina, the Rev. Moses Ashley

Curtis and T. D. Warren; and

from Texas, the Rev. J. Wood
Dunn. Of these men only three.

Bishops Quintard, Green, and

Gregg, had any substantial part

in the pathetic postwar opening

of the University on September

18, 1868. The first three

Chancellors, Bishops Otey,

Polk, and Elliot, died before the

first nine students were

admitted.

If we count Lay and Gregg

(bishops-to-be of Arkansas and

Texas) every one of the ten

original dioceses except North

Carolina had a bishop present.

Only Georgia and Florida had
failed to elect delegates but

Elliot and Rutledge were on

llmprove Your Bridge}

hand and the clerical delegate

from North Carolina was

probably themostvigorous and

able priest in that diocese.

Taking into account the

difficulty of travel and the area

covered, it was a gathering

without precedent in Episcopal

education.

TheCityof Chattanooga was
host to the meeting and its gift

of $434 for food and lodging at

Col. James A. Whiteside's

Lookout Mountain Hotel was
the first corporate benefaction

to the University of the South.

There are several accounts of

Sopherim
(Continued from Page 9)

of place. And, in concerns other

than writing, Sopherim presents

itself well. Except for one subtle

error(the organization of the

two photographs on the center

two pages) the layout is well

done and utilizes some good
photography; The pensketches

are also well done but may be a

bit excessive in number. In any

respect, they provide good filler

and a much needed distraction

form the more excessive

number of "poems".
Overall, the current issue of

Sopherim Magazine is

disappointing. Instead of being

the digest of intelligent, refined

and discriminating poetry and
discourse that Sewanee students

are capable of providing, it is a

collection ("scattered and vague

in organization," to be exact) of

shed,
by Win Sinclair

You are South and hold S:

108 53 ;H: AQ 107;D:K5;
C: 10 7. What do you do after

the following bidding?

S W N E
P P INT P

If you bid like most people in

this situation (two hearts), you
will quickly feel very sorry. If

you have the proper faith in

your partner (after all, you did

sit down at the table with him)
you will bid two spades and end
up with an excellent game in

The whole hand looks like

this:

NORTH
S: Q J96
H: KJ9
D: A 9

C: KJ94
WEST EAST
S:AK7 S: 2

H:85 4 3 H: 6 2

D: 107 4 3 D: Q J 8 6 2

C:A3 C:Q8652
SOUTH

S: 108 5 4 3

H: AQ 10 7

D: K5
C: 10 7

The two heart response
would lead to North bidding
game immediately in most
cases. Were that to happen, West
would double and Declarer is

down before he can even get in.

Wesl leads the A K of spades,

the A of clubs, then his last

imped by East for

If instead South had thought

for a moment about his hand he
would have realized that

North's open indicated honors
in every suit but little length.

With two doubleton suits,

South would probably need to

trump once. For this reason he
must bid his spades first to avoid

a trump shortage if trumps are

unevenly divided.

Again North would jump to

game (4 spades) and again West
doubles. Declarer loses two
trump tricks and the Ace of

clubs. He wins two diamond
tricks, four heart tricks, one
club trick, and three trump
tricks for contract and a
well-bid game.

Incidentially, if North were
to open three no-trump as a

sacrifice, he would find that he
can actually make three

-grade
writing(for the most part) and
represents a literary effort

hardly worth recognizing.

Hopefully, the wound that

Sopherim contracted in this

Spring issue will heal with age if,

in the future, more people

spend more time with their

contributions and provide the

review board with something
more to work with than their

own poetry and last minute

—Robert Swift

International Overseas

Services, P.O. Box 6534,

Burbank,CA91505.

dow

Oldham Theatre Winchester

Sunday, Monday, and TuesdayMay 13, 14, a.

"THE VALACHI PAPERS" ("R")

Starring Charles Bronson, Lino

Ventura

Tonights
easy pick-up

BUCKET OF CHICKEN...

1 5 Pieces Tender, Tasty Chicken

I Pint Delicious Cracklin' Gravy
Melt-in-your-mouth Biscuits

(serves 5 to 7 people)

Take it from the Colonel . . . "it's finger lickin' good!®

Take home Kentucky Fried Chicken tonight. All you

do is pick it up. The service is sudden.

We fix Sunday dinner seven days a week .

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentucky fried Cklckn*
Winchester
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Getting something done.

On The Road

A frivolous pasttime?

A Short Course In Library Science

by Pat Pope

On

it's the Xerox (TM) machine or there are

the library chimes or the here thai

librarian himself. on campiroad ... at the

duPont Library.

Walt Freeland comes here

every afternoon to try to catch a

few hours of sleep. But things Walt comes here

never seem to work out for him. people go crazy. It's hi.1

If it's not the buzzing lights, spectator sport. He cl;

the Xerox
reptoductiv.
renowned for

Some people go crazy by And still others insist upon
trying to check out reserve attempting to study — that

books — those legendary frivolous pasttime sofrowned
3 watch volumes so renowned for their upon by library patrons.

favorite elusiveness. Other people seek Waltclaims that the library is

machine — that satisfies all desire

marvel so self-punishment. If youc
its breakdowns, study, you can't because of the

noise. If you come to party, you
can't because of the quiet.

The library is the perfect

place for doing nothing -

getting nothing done, as the i

; that exasperation by trying to use the delight of the <chist. It may be.

The latest in hometown news.
Where are they when you need them?
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French Students Prepare

For Life At Bairnwick
by Julie Montgomery years and the success of this

expertmen will depend largely

Several French students will upon the dedication and

have a unique opportunity next enthusiasm of the residents.

year. Bairnwick, the former Mrs. Jacqu liin' Schuefer, who
home of Rev. and Mrs. Meyer, originally c onceived the idea of

and now belonging to the "La Maison Fr.uicaise" says that

School of Theology, will be much crec it and appreciation

converted into "La Maison must be g ven to the "broad
Francaise." Fourteen university mindednes. of the School of

students have been selected as Theology.' The School of

the French House residents and Theologv has been most
will live there during the generous 1 offering the house
1973-74 school year. to the Fren h Department,

It is an experiment for two French will be spoken at all

times in the house, as the

students have pledged
themselves to do so. Two
directors, who will live in the

lower apartment are Francois

David, a French assistant at the

academy, and Merrit Blakeslee,

a Sewanee alumnus and

graduate student at Tulane

University, who will replace

Mrs. Schaefer fall term in the

French department. The
students have elected two
co-presidents who will be in

charge of the house and have

12. Harem
14. Peaceful
16. Short Saying

Divi!

! Type

24, Co:

2?!
28. European Cap.

30. Fuse Togethe:
31. Three-legged
33. Geometric Angle
34. Race Hors ~

35. Vegetable
36. Fairies
37. Understar
36. Check

50. Lending at High I

Slack Cue*
English Ab

anterbury" Storyteller

al Pries'
ng Chara.
Number

RALPH
(Continued from Page 3)

eheme, Ralph. They lull you

"You're so busy being busy,

j never get anything done."

"I wish I had said that,

"There's more to it than
that, Ralph. The runaround
involves every facet of campus
life. You can't get away from

"That's right. Ralph.
Remember when you tried to

schedule your classes for next
semester? Everything you
wanted to take was scheduled
forTTSat8."

Appreciation."

"Or take Gailor, Ralph.
Remember the last lime you
went there to getsomethingto
eat? You had a choice of four
kinds of potatoes."

"Yeah. I had all four kinds.

"Or take the library, Ralph.

Remember the last time you
tried to check out a reserve

book? You had to wait until

closing time to check it out."

"Yeah, I browsed a little

time in the browsing collection.

Five hours, I think."

"Ralph, this runaround is

serious. It does things to people.

Makes them accept mediocrity.

Makes them accept
conformity."

"I never thought about it

"Nobody thinks about it,

Ralph. Everyone is too busy.

School does something to

"School teaches you how to

stand in line."

"You know, Ralph, I guess
you're right."

"Standing in

important if you
get anyplace in school."

"Ralph, standing in line is

very important if you every

want to get any place in life."

"Life 1 : be t

Literary Efforts

Made By Tivo Faculty

lilar to those of the

Mrs. Anita Goodstein,

associate professor in the

department of history at

Sewanee, has occupied most of

her time during her sabbatical

second semester with the

research of an extended paper

on ante-bellum Nashville.

The basis of her study is the

frontier thesis put forth by
historian Frederick Jackson

Turner. This thesis concerns

itself with the origin and
development of our national

characteristics, such as

democracy, individualism, and
lawlessness, in relation to the

"free land" rural society of the

Dr. McCrady is the first to

take upon himself the task of

enumerating in detailed form

the 125 proposed changes of

this version. Every revision is

noted, he said, "even if they

respell a word or move a

comma." In an overall view,

though, these changes mainly

constitute a general de-emphasis

of repentence and forgi

joy and
Uivnit;.

•h.-lhi the
expansive man-land ratio of

1780 to 1860. Mrs. Goodstein is

extending this thesis to a study
of the development of urban
America and the conditions of

the city during this era.

She selected Nashville as her

because of its long frontier

history and accessibility,

tracing its development from a

wilderness settlement in 1780

Research and critism of this

topic has been a "generation to

generation" affair for his

family, Dr. McCrady confided,

and, thus, one of great personal

interest to him. The book will

be available to the public within

a few weeks' time and will be
distributed under the auspices

of the St. Luke's Journal.

dutie

proctors. They
Liberman and Sally Pruitt. The
other house residents, chosen

for their interest in French

studies, academic achievement,

and their involvement in a

project like this, are Lucy
Woltz, Marian McCIure, Betsy

Mills, Carol Elliot, Susan

Vaughan, Ann Yeats, Carol

Jackson, Rachel Lynch, Debbie

Wiltsee, David McNeilly, Robert

Bass, and a French student

coming to Sewanee from

Straussbourg.

Once a week the students

plan to cook and serve their own
French meal. This is only one of

their ideas. They are planning to

have evenings of music, a

library, and open coffee hours

at which time others may visit

the house and speak French

with the residents. All meetings

of the French Club will be held

in the house. Marian McCIure,

elected chronicler of La Maison

Francaise, will continue the

record of the house's history

that Mrs. Meyer started. Other

pU and .

left up to the enthusiasm

. imagination of La Mais

residents.

UNICEF Asks Money
For Aid to Children

Conci of efforts is

being placed in two major areas:

a demographic study
concerning the composition of

the population and a study of

the elites, with both political

Mrs. Goodstein, trained in

the history of the American
west, first became interested in

this subject in 1968. THis
interest produced a paper which
she delivered to a meeting of the

Southern Historical
Association. From that time on
the idea has been, according to
Mrs. Goodstein, "growing in my
head," but this semester's
sabbatical has provided her with
the time to delve deeply into the
matter. She has hopes that from
her work of this smester she will

be able to produce "at least two
hearty chapters."

Dr. Waring McCrady,
professor of French, is also

involved with a publication
effort. The book, entitled

"Green Book First Service," is

concerned with the first

ision of the

Episcopal service of Holy

While the cease-fire in

Vietnam is being implemented,

the United Nations Children's

Fund is making plans for greatly

increased assistance to the

mothers and children of

Indochina who some have said

have been the most helpless

victims of the war.

As in Nigeria and Bangladesh,

UNICEF will focus its attention

and expertise to providing

urgently needed food, medical

care, shelter and education for

children, with special concern
for those who have been
maimed and orphaned.
UNICEF's assistance will be
coordinated with that of other

UN agencies.

For over 20 years, UNICEF
has been aiding child care

programs wherever possible

throughout the long conflict in

South Vietnam, Cambodia and
Laos. It has also provided some
assistnace to the children of

Now, UNICEF is preparing

to expand existing projects and
initiate new ones. Emergency
supplies are being stockpiled at

strategic shipping depots, ready

for speedy distribution.

UNICEF staffs will also be

strenthened in the concerned

Special funds are needed to

enable UNICEF to execute

these plans as quickly and fully

as possible. Contributions

designated for Indochina may
be sent to UNICEF, United

Nations Children's Fund, New
York, NY 10017.

HELP WANTED
Gailor Dining Hall

ime and Full-time

598-5961

Part

Nor ing
arked funds contributed

bv the govern nents of
Sw tzerland a nd the
Net erlands.

great big

"Yeah. Ralph, I i

novels faster!

- thousands of topics available

within 48 hours of mailing

- complete with bibliography and

- lowest prices are GUARANTEED
SEND $1.90 for our latest

descriptive Mail-Order Catalogue
with Postage-Page Order Forms to:

LEGIATE RESEARCH GUIDE
1 N.13thSt.Bldg.Rm706
Philadelphia,PA19107

HOT-LINE: (2151 563-3758
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Proctor Assignments

Made For 1973-74 Year
by Mike Rast

Dorm proctors for the

coming year 1973-74 have been
announced by the Office of the

Dean of Students. Thomas
Hayes has been selected Head
Proctor. The list includes a few
holdovers from the past year,

but also numerous new faces as

Head Proctor Tom Hayes,
according to Dean of Students
John Webb will coordinate

duties of all the proctors and
work with the Dean's office in

handling any problems which
may arise in any of the various

dormitories. Hayes will be
proctor at Tuckaway next year

after being at Cannon Hall,

where he was proctor this past

Hoffman Hall, will, for the

first time in its fifty-one year

: year and i

/ill be

Extensive Photography-

Workshops To Be Held

history.

dorm ne
proctor, Steve Hogwo
moving to a proctor's position

at Malon Courts Hall. Joining

Steve at Courts will be Jim
Stewart, who is becoming a

proctor for the first time.

Patricia McLaughlin will be the
new proctor at Hoffman for the

year 1973-74.

Other students who have
gained the position for the first

time are: Gene Mechltng,

Cleveland Hall; Mary Shelton,

Hunter; Dennis Hejna, Cannon;
Timothy Swan, lower Gailor;

Dale Grimes and Thomas
Woodbery, McCrady; John
Tucker and Ty Cook,
Trezevant. Also there will be
James Palmer, Woodland
Apartments, for married
students, and Robert Merrit,

Woodlands area, the married
seminary quarters.

Proctors who will return to

the:

workshops in photography for photographer Paul Caponigro.
college students and Some of the Master Workshops

scheduled include

wildlife, the nude, art

photography, the photo essay,

and photojournalism.

Asked why the Workshops

professions! photographers
open this summer in

picturesque harbor villag<

Rockport, Maine. The un
project offers a total of tw
workshops and programs for chose Rockport"" Ly
college students interested in »We were iooking for a town
basic, . intermediate, and which was both picturesque and
advanced photography. provided suitable facilities.

In addition, ten 6-day Master Rockport is on the bus route
such subjects as Visual has housing for students and

workshops, cost, housing, dates

and an application may be
obtained by writing: The
Director, Maine Photographic
Workshops, Rockport, Maine
04856.

include Virginii

Benedict, Meredith Preston at

Johnson, and Thomas Phelps at

Elliot Hall. Joining Miss Ennett
at Benedict will be Cynthia
Boatwright, who moves from
Hunter Hall, where she was
proctor this past year. John F.

McCadden moves from lower
Gailor to upper Gailor as

proctor there.

In order to become eligible

for a proctor's position one
must hold a 2.25 grade point

unblemished conduct record. A

and be voted on by the Delegate

Assembly. Final approval must
be given by the Executive

Committee.
Four of the dormitories,

Courts, Trezevant, Gailor and
Benedict, require two resident

proctors because of the manner
in which they were constructed.

McCrady Hail alsp has two
proctors. This raises the final list

of proctors for the coming year

to nineteen.

RamseurToLead
Wfldflower Tour

Professor of Biology in tl

College, will be the final speak

in this year's University Foru
series. Varying
customary format, Dr. Kamseu
will lead an informal tou

among the wildflowers of thi

ill begain at 3:3(

ilif

PM
Thursday, May 10. All members
of the University community
are invited to join Dr. Ramseur
and enjoy this unique program.

ology Dick
NATIONAL

GEOGRAPHIC, nature
photography with Paul
Caponigro and magazine
photography with LIFE
magazine's John Dominis are

scheduled. Other workshops in

color darkroom techniques, silk

harbor is the home port of t

The Workshop's facil

equipment will be offered.

Many of the workshops and
programs carry college credit

and a number of scholarships

are available. The workshops's
34 sloop, Quinta, will provide a

of Nikon include darkrooms for up to 25

flc clas

who" wishes to

backgr.

photographic expeditions to the

Penobscot Bay.

There will be three 3-week
programs in basic photography
(beginning June 25, July 16 and
August 6), designed primarily

for the beginning photographer

a thorough

exposure

settings, cameras, films and

darkroom procedures. A two
week program in intermediate

photography begins July 16

under Arnold Gassen of Ohio

University, author of a number
of books on photography and

art. David Freud, head of

photography at the Pratt

Institute, will conduct a three

week program in photography

for the advanced photographer

and working professional.

In addition to the basic and

advanced programs the Maine

Photographic Workshops offer

ten 6-day Master Workshops

conducted by such nationally

known photographers as John
Dominis and John Loengard

from LIFE Magazine, Dick

Durrance and Terry and Lyntha

Eiler from NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC, Charles
Harbutt of Magnum, Bill Silano

of HARPER'S BAZAAR and

ane time, a gallery,

m, offices and the

|jlnili.ii;raphic and
darkroom equipment. In

addition the school has its own
34-foot sloop which is available

for class trips lo nearby islands.

Rockport is on Penobscot

Bay, between Camden and
Rockland, 80 miles from

Portland and 45 miles from
Bangor. The island of Islesboro,

allU Isle

Hun Island, Monhegan
and Matinicus are all within a

short sail or ferry ride from the

Workshop's Rockport location.

The workshops are
structured informally, as far

from academic courses as

possible. "We offer

total i mmersion in
photography," said the

Director. "Self discovery is still

the best way to learn how to

take pictures and see." The
workshops meet informally
daily for critique sessions,

exchange of ideas, problems and
photographs. Each student

works on his own assignments,

shooting, processing and
printing daily. "We concentrate

•ItliVKlu.,

Lyrr ith the 'hands-on'

Courses range in price from

$40 to $180 for the Master

Workshops. A number of

scholarships are available and
additional information on

The good neighbor
needs a little

something fromyou.
A little something called blood.

Sad to say, a mere three percent of all the people contribute one
hundred percent of all the blood that's freely donated in America.

And that's not all. This freely donated blood is ten times less likely to

cause hepatitis in the recipient than is blood from commercial

sources.

So the blood you give to the American Red Cross-America's Good
Neighbor—not only may save a life. In today's serious blood

situation, it also just might prevent a

death. Or serious illness.

Giving blood is easy, takes only a

few minutes. Ask any donor.

Be a good neighbor. Help The Good
Neighbor. Today.

+ good
neig'

The American Red Cross

the
goc
neighbor.
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Photography Contest

Awards Given For

Politics 72 Pix
Wilh thai

enda
thirty

Newsweek and Konica Camera

Corporation celebrated the

official closing of their joint

photo contest, "Focus of

Politics '72," at aspecial awards

party, on April 13, at

Newsweek s Top of the Week.

Present were management

OR DESTROY
through his chat

1 work for

And another

i Polit •72" r i througho

197

Th>

designed

o caplure the mood and spirit

f election year '72 in photos.

e entries recorded almost

ry aspect of the electorial

people and

pla.

ers at the party

reported that the contest had in

various ways, changed their

lives. One young woman, a

photographer. Holly Bowe
New York City,

that her winning has ;

helped her in her career i

photographer. Women
fourteen per cent of the prizes.

From the more than one

thousand entries, the judges

selected 105 finalists. The first

prize, a 1973 American Motors

Gremlin, was awarded to

Kenneth Conklyn of Miami,

Florida; second prize, a Pan

American 15-day Eastern

European tour, to Ron Smith of

Bloomington, Indiana; and

third prize, a one-week Pan

American tropical island

vacation, to Bob Coyle of

Dubuque, Iowa.

First prize winner in Newsweek/Konica "Focus on Politics '72." Photographed by
Kenneth Conklyn of Miami, Florida. Mr. Conklyn won a 1973 American Motors
Gremlin.

Fourth prize winner in Newsweek/Konica election year photo contest, "Focus on
Politics '72." Photographed by William Serne of Tampa, Florida. Mr. Serne won a

Konica Autoreflex-Tc

Geneva Semester Sees Growth

. ..jalistin Newsweek/Konica election year photo contest,
"Focus on Politics '72." Photographed by Mickey Pfleger
of San Bernardino, California. Mr. Pfleger won a Linhof
Nu-Line 1 tripod.

Four national organization

have joined Kent State

University in the further

development of the Geneva
Semester on the United Nations

System, a unique overseas

academic program created by

KSU's Center for International

and ComparativePrograms.

The cooperating
organizations are The Council

for Intercultural Studies and
Programs headquartered in New
York City; the Consortium for

Peace Research, Education, and

elopn aide

SAFC ALLOCATIONS

w Organization

^ Jazz Society

j^ Lacrosse Club

^ Publications Board

20 Sewanee Ski and Outing Club

4g Student Forum

g? WUTS
»• Cinema Guild

m Experimental Film Club

gj Sewanee Popular Music Association

42; St. Luke's Community

^ Sewanee/Arts

yfc Ski Team

ÎTotals $48,600 $73,450

1972-73 1973-74

Allocation Request

$5,000 $7,000
$800 $4,800

$22,000 $26,000
$4,800 $4,250
$3,000 $3,000
$5,000 $6,500
$2,500 $3,000

$ - $2,000
$3,500 $4,500
$2,000 $2,250
$ - $9,550
$ - $600

I1973-74 %
Allocation WL

$7,000 %
$2,900 gj

$22,000 m
$4,000 %
$2,000 gj
$6,500 ^
$2,500 g?
$1,500 M
$4,500 %
$2,000 %
$4,500 %
$600 %

$60,000 2|

Colorado; the Association of

World Colleges and Universities,

iNew York City; and Universities

and the Quest for Peace, with

international offices presently

at Kent State
University. "These four

associations have welcomed the

chance to participate in the

Geneva Semester which is an
interdisciplinary, cross-national

approach to learning using the

world as its curriculum." said

Dr. Raga S. Elim, director of the

KSU Center.

"They view the program as

the first step in the development

of a comprehensive
rfortransnational studies

students and faculty-aimed at

second term on September 17

and run through fall and winter

quarters, ending on February 1,

1974. It studies the workings of

the international system and the

conditions required for the

advancement of world stability

and peace.

The final two weeks in the

program will be spent in travel

to international organizations in

Europe: the International

Atomic Energy Agency and

UNIDO in Vienna; the

European Commission on

Human Rights in Strasbourg;

UNESCO in Paris; and the

International Court of Justice at

The Hague.

English is the language of

instruction and courses are

taught by KSU faculty and

adjunct professors from Swiss

universities. As many as 32 KSU
quarter hours may be earned

through participating in this

The Geneva Semester, which

began as a pilot program in

January 1973, will begin its

nd transferable to all colleges and

universities. Applications are

available through the Center for

International and Comparative

iity, Kent, Ohio 44242.
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ODE TO HOFFMAN HALL
|

Jock straps on the shower stalls

Lewd poems on the bathroom walls

Will soon give way to things of lace

And Hoffman Hall will bedisgraced

Since 1922 you see,

(The oldest dorm at Sewanee)

We've lived and fought and drunk together

But now it's over, gone forever

We ask that Hoffman stay for men ;

But Webb gives a deaf ear again

To change at Sewanee is a must

So therefore Hoffman bites the dust '

But you see 1 shed no tear

In fact 1 only have one fear

My only sorrow of it all

Is ripping urinals from the wall

- Hoffman Hall Residents

Schedule Planned For Commencement
byGinny Ennett

Activities for Sewanee 's

105th commencement will

begin Thursday, May 24 and
will be climaxed by the

graduation of an expected 228
college students, 17 seminary

students, and 11 MAT
recipients.

The ing

day-by-day schedule of main
events. A more complete

schedule is available at the

duPont Libary reserve desk.

THURSDAY. There will be a

Pink Ribbon Society party at

the home of Dr. and Mrs.

William B. Campbell at 8 PM.
The party is open to members
and their guests. A half-price

pitcher party will be held at the

pub for senior and guests from 9

PM — 12 midnight.

FRIDAY. Two Ribbon
parties will be held — both for

members and their guests. The
Red Ribbon Society party will

be at 5 PM at the home of Dr.

and Mrs. William T. Cocke. The
Green Ribbon Society party,

also at 5, will be at the home of

Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Cushman.
At 7 PM, a dinner will be

given at Cravens Hall, Sewanee
Academy, for alumni, wives,

seniors, dates, and residents.

Social hour will begin at 6:30.

Honor guests will be Dr. James
Brettman, Dr. Charles Harrison,

and Mr. Andrew Lytle. Cost of

$4 per person and $2 for

From 9 PM - 1 AM, there

will be a dance with a band at

the Phi Delta Theta house. Cost

is $2 per person plus $.25 for

set-ups.

Sewanee/Arts will put on
two productions of Cabaret at

8:30 and 11 PM at the Outside

Inn. Candlelight, wine, and
set-ups will be provided.

Admission is $3 per person.

At noon, Holy Eucharist will

be celebrated at All Saints'

Chapel. Dr. Joseph Running will

give an organ recital, also at the

Chapel, at 4 PM.
SATURDAY. Breakfast will

be provided at the Sigma Nu
house from 8:30 — 9:30. It will

be free for students and $1 for

SAFC Final Report Announced
(Continued from Page 1)

includes the "Mountain Goat,"
the "Cap and Gown," and the

PURPLE.
The Publications Board

requested $26 thousand. This
included $11,500 for the "Cap
and Gown," $10 thousand for

the PURPLE, and $4500 to the

"Mountain Goat." The SAFC
allocated only $22 thousand to
the Board.

They suggested that $10
thousand be given to the "Cap
and Gown," $7500 to the

PURPLE, and the full $4500 to

the "Goat." However, the final

split of the $23 thousand is

Indianna Contest To
Exploit Human Nudity

The annual Miss Nude World
and Miss Nude America contests

will be held at Dick Drost's

Naked City in Rose Lawn,
Indiana, on Saturday, June 30,

and Saturday, August 4,

respectively. Any girl, aged

16-29, may enter.

The sponsors will pay five

cents per mile travelled

(round-trip) to get to Naked
City (30 miles south of Gary),

plus a free week's stay at Naked
City.

The first prize for winning

either of the contests is $1000,
with $50 going to each of the

first four runners-up.

Facilities at Naked City

include an Olympic sized

swimming pool, two volleyball

courts, a private lake, a

2300-foot airstrip, trampolines,

whirlpools, gymnasium, and
300 acres of unspoiled terrain.

Entry blanks will be sent to

any interested girl. Upon receipt

of the entry blank and a picture,

the prospective contestants will

be notified as to whether or not

they have been accepted for the

The -Mister Nude America

will also be presented on August

4. Any man who meets the

above age requirements may
enter this one. Mileage will not

be paid to any of the male

entrants.

The marital status of the

entrants does not matter.

For more information, or for

entry blanks, write Naked City,

Rose Lawn. Indiana. 46372.

DA Cancels
The Delegate Assembly's last

meeting of the year was
cancelled due to absence of a

quorum. No official business

was transacted, though several

committee reports were heard.

made by the Publications Board
itself.

The big cut for the

Publications Board bytbeSAFC
was for three basic reasons.

They questioned the
expenditure of $7570 for

salaries to PURPLE employees
and the PURPLE's expense of

$2925 for IBM typesetting

equipment. They also felt that

since the "Cap and Gown" was
not being distributed free to

faculty members any longer,

their production cost would be

The SAFC did away with the

"SAFC Discritionary Fund" for

1973-74. They said that they
felt that activity fee funds

should be spent only on
activities authorized by them.

Several recommendations
were made for the 1973-74

committee. The committee said

that they felt that the

responsibility for making
appointments to the

the OG and the DA. However,
they said that the committee
members should not come only

from these two groups, but that

broader student representation

should be sought.

They thought that in order

to provide for more continuity,

appointments should be made
for a two-year period. Roughly

At. 10 AM, coffee will be
provided for graduating art

majors and their families. The
Art Gallery will be open to all at

11 and will feature the work of

seniors. From 10 AM — 3 PM
the Sewanee Crafts Fair,

featuring local artists, will be

held at Convocation Hall.

The Holy Eucharist will be
celebrated at noon in All Saints'

Chapel. This will be the

Corporate Communion and
Annual Memorial Service of the

Alumni. A tablet will be

dedicated in honor of the

memory of the Very Reverend

Raimundo deOvies.

At 1 PM, there will be a

picnic at Lake Cheston for

alumni, visitors, students, and
residents until 2. Tickets will be

$2.50, cokes free, beer extra. In

case of rain, the picnic will be

heldatGailor.

At 3 PM, the Chapter Room
at the Delta Tau Delta house

will be dedicated in memory of

Senor William W. Lewis. A
reception will follow.

Open house for senior choir

members and their guests will be

held at the home of Dr. and Mrs.

Joseph Running following this.

The time will be 3 PM - 5 PM.

At 4 PM, Dr. and Mrs. J.

Jefferson Bennett will give a

reception for students, faculty,

and residents. It will last until 6.

At 6 PM, Dr. and Mrs. Stiles

B. Lines will host a cocktail

party for recipients of STM
degree and their wives. Also at

6, there will be a cocktail party

at the Alpha Tau Omega house

for the ATO reunion. A buffet

dinner at 7 will be held at the

ATO house. Admission is by
ticket and is $4.50 per person. A
photographer will be available

between 6 and 9 PM.
At 7 PM. a dinner dance will

begin at Cravens Hall, Sewanee
Academy. Downstairs, there

will be a rock band and upstairs

the volumn will by controlled.

Black tie is preferred and the

dance is free for seniors and $6
for all others. Tickets should be

obtained by noon Saturday at

the Elliott Hall registration

desk. There are no table

reservations.

Cabaret will again be
presented at 8 :30 and 1 1 PM by
Sewanee/Arts.

SUNDAY. At 7:30 AM,
there will be a Holy Eucharist in

All Saints' Chapel. Corporate

Communion will be held for

graduating students and their

families and members of Alpha

Tau Omega.
At 9 AM, there will be a

commisioning ceremony for

members of ROTC at the War
Memorial Chapel beneath

Shapard Tower (at the south

entrance to All Saints' Chapel).

There will be a

9:30 at the Sewanee Inn. Cost

will be $1.50.

At 10:10 AM the procession

will form. Seniors will march in

both services. The Rev. Maurice

M. Benitez, rector of Christ

Church, San Antonio, Texas,

will deliver the baccalaureate

At noon, the Phi Beta Kappa
initiation will take place at the

EQB House. Families are

invited.

At 12:30, the
commencement luncheon will

be held at Gailor Hall. Members
of the graduating class are

University guests; tickets for all

others at $2.

The formation for the

academic procession will begin

at 2 : 1 0. The service will begin in

AllSaints'Chapel at 2:30.

The trustees and regents will

be in session for most of the

week and will continue in

session until Tuesday, May 29.

Further information may be

obtained from commencement
coordinator Dr. Arthur Ben
Chitty, or during graduation,

from the registration desk of

Elliott Hall.

I ... 1

1

the

would be appointed each year.

They also thought that the

committee should be allowed to

sick its own chairman.

MONTEAGLE SUPER MARKET

FRESH WESTERN BEEF

cut to your order

Party Items
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Purple Sports

Action in the Georgia Tech-Sewanee Game

Lacrosse Wins 6-0; Deutisch Scores

Tom Miller attempts to block a pass.

Bamman Named Captain
byMikeFlatt

The 1973 Swimming
Banquet honoring this year's

held last Monday night.

Following a steak dinner at the
Sewanee Inn, Coach Ted
Bilondo announced captains for

i elected

the comings
Scott Bamma

by his teammaU
captain. While captain of the
1973 squad, Bamman led the
Tigers to a second place

conference finish. Assisting

Bamman as next year's

co-captain will be freshman
Richard Wood.

Wood, said by Coach
Bitondo to be "the hardest
working young man I've ever
coached," was also named the
squad's most valuable swimmer
for the past season. TheTampa,
Florida, freshman set one
school record, and was a

conference champion 400-yard

freestyle relay team. "Wood is a

rare combination of both ability

and desire," says Bitondo.

Receiving the award for most
improved swimmer was another

freshman, Steve Hamlet, of

Scottboro, Alabama. An
overwhelmning choice for the

award, Hamlet also drew words
of praise from the Tiger coach.

The banquet concluded with
Bitondo expressing much

by Dennis Coughlin

The Sewanee Lacrosse team
played its first shutout game on
April 27, Saturday of Spring

Party Weekend. Pete McClellan

Sew had
the Tigers

overwhelmed Tennessee 6-0.

Clint Moore started the

scoring off in the first quarter

and the remainder of the scoring

was done by Tom Miller and
Emerson Lotzia with one apiece

and player-coach Bryant

Boucher with three.

Woody Deutsch was a

definete crowd pleaser as he
tried several times to score from
his position as defense man.
Towards the end of the game he
was moved up to the midfield.

Deutsch's time came finally

in the Georgia Tech game
Sunday, May 6. Deutscli, a^ain

playing midfield, surprised

hi msd f ys well as every one else

with his goal in the third period.

attack man Andy Beaty.

The game against Tech,
played on the IM football field,

was by far the best game
Sewanee has played all year.

Although losing 9-7, Sewanee's
defense and especially goalie

McClellan had a well played
hard-hitting game.

Tech won the game on three

garbage shots and a discounted

goal by Boucher which went

through a bole in the net and
was not seen by one of the
referees. The Sewanee club also

did nottakeas many shots as did

the Georgia Tech team.
Pete McClellan had 26 saves

recording an impressive 75 per
cent save average. High scorer

again was John Camp who
started off the scoring 1

seconds into the game. Camp
finished the game with five gaols

and the other two goals were
scored by Tom Miller and
Woody Deutsch.

The lacrosse club record now
stands at 3-6 but the team
expects another win Sunday
May 13 against the Atlanta
lacrosse club. The upcoming
game is the last game of the

season and will be played at

1:00pm on the IM field.

CINCINNATI IUPII— The
first baseball coach the Cin-
cinnati Reds' slugger Richie
Si'li.-irililuni Nad »as a lady who
tutored his Knglcwood, N.J.
Little League club. Scheinblum
made the American League All-

Star team for the first time in

1 972, as a member of the

Kansas City Royals.

Student

Union

SOPHOMORES
ATR FORCE FLYERS EARN

$16,800/YEAR

AFTER FOUR YEARS' SERVICE

APPLY FOR
AIR FORCE ROTC NOW!
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Girl Gymnasts

Win Meet At

Tennessee Tech
The

CJyrt

Sewanee Women's

ic team ended their

i Cookville onTennessee Tech

May 2. Sewanee

with a final I

67,930. Tenne&

Sewanee wome
were Cathy Ellis, captain>Judi

Hight, Caria Van Arnam, Lousa

Beach, and Andrea Gribble. Van

e Tech had a

; of 60,930.

participating

Arnam and Ellis took second

and third places respectively in

Floor Exercises. Ellis and Hight

took first and third places

respectively in uneven parallel

bars. Gribble and Ellis took first

and second places respectively

in vault. Martha Swasey accom-

paned the team as coach. Con-

gratulations are in order for

Sweanee's first win in gym-

Break Two Records
Team in the Tennessee

Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference Track Meet, which
was held at Austin Peay
University recently. The Tigers

scored 18 points to finish in a tie

for fifth in the team standings.

Two Tigers, Bobby Newman
and Cliff Leonard, were unable

to compete due to comps.

performances were turned in by

quarter-miler Reese White and
high hurdler Mark Harbison.

White clocked a 49.8-second

440 to set a new Sewanee school

record and taking fifth place in

the competition. Harbison sped

to a 15.2 high hurdle time to tie

another school record. These

ary the first changes in the

record books since Kevin

Harper ran a 30 : 57 : 5 six-mile in

the Davidson Relays.

Other point winners for the

Tigers were Gordo Watson, Rick

Timms, Ellis Mayfield, and

White on the 440 relay; taking

fifth place, Timms the mile relay of Morgan,
triple-jumped 42 feet for Harbison, Mayfield, and White
another fifth place. Shot putter ran their season's best to take
John Mackersie got off his best third.

throw of the season, 43 feet 1 The track team winds up its

inch, for fourth place. Charles season this weekend with the
Morgan raced to a 1:57.4 third conference meet at Washington
place in the 880. Harper won and Lee. The Tigers look strong
the three-mile in 14:58. -*, and in the relays and the 440

Netters Lose
Sewanee's Women's Tennis

Team lost its second match of

the season. They lost of Middle

Tennessee State University, 6-3.

SINGLES: Ginny Ennett (S)

defeated Janet Simpson
(MTSU) 6-2,7-5; Emily Butler

(S) defeated Lynn Burklow
(MTSU) 4-6, 6-4, 7-6; Jennie

LaDoux (MTSU) defeated

Lucie Bethea (S) 6-1 , 6-1 ; Sandy
McMillan (MTSU) defeated

Jean Stuart (S) 6-0, 6-1; Margie

Nix (MTSU) defeated Wendy
Warden (S) 6-0, 6-0; Nancy

Allen (MTSU) defeated Janie

Rodemeir (S) 6-2, 6-7 , 6-0.

DOUBLES; Butler/Ennett

(S) defeated Simpson/Burklow

(MTSU) 7-6, 6-0; LeDous/Allen

(MTSU) defeated
Warden/Rodemeir (S) 8-4;

McMillan/Nix (MTSU) defeated

Bethea/Stuart (S) 6-2, 6-0.

Instructor Martha Swasey

Supply ^torp

Men's Polyester Double-Knit Sport Coats

Includes Blazers and Assarted Plaids

and Stripes

Regularly $24.88

with values to $50 (if perfect)

On Sale Now for Only

$19.88

HAMMERS
on the square

Winchester

It's Midnight — You're Hungry, And

You're Thirsty. Where Can You Go

MILKER'S
Try a sandwich from our delicatessen and a refreshing drink from our cooler. We also

have potato chips and other such snacks.

DRIVE ON OVER ANDSEE US

rrv, but we can't self beer after midnight
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Tigers Have Excellent CAC Shot
by Albert Liiiderman

The Sewanee baseball Tigers

are reaching the end of the

season for 1973. The only

games left for the Tigers are the

games in the CAC tournament

to be held Friday and Saturday.

Sewanee has an excellent shot at

taking the tournament as the

Tigers are 11-6 (results of last

Friday's games with Trevecca

Nazarine were not available at

had
i.cell.. sdu.-

{thatrain. The only ne-

can be reported are the two

games against Belmont College.

Belmonl had beaten Vanderbilt

and David Lipscomb the

previous week before their

encounter with the Tigers.

Naturally Belmont had to be

considered a heavy favorite

because of these victories and

because of the fact that they

give scholarships for baseball.

Sewanee's man nearly pulled

out a stunning upset and in fact

Sewanee would have won the

first game if it had not been for a

controversial call against

Sewanee by the umpire, as

Sewanee star Hank Rast was
called out at third. Had he not

been called out, Sewanee would
have won the game 6-5 without

having to play extra innings. As
a result of the call the game
went ten innings with Belmont

winning 6-5. Gary Sims had

three hits in the game as did

Johnny Walters. Hank Rast

drove in two runs for the Tigers

and pitched all ten innings.

The second game as a

well-played game, but Sewanee
could not manage to score off

the Belmont lefty. Belmont
scored three runs (one earned)

off of Tiger ace Dennis Hejna.

Dennis" record fell to 4-2 due to

this defeat.

To add to the amazement of

the Tiger's near upsets was the

fact that two of the Tigers'

starters were unable to play due

to illness and Gary Sims also sat

out the second game because of

an injured hand.

Leading the Tigers in the

yar's statistics was their best

all-around player, Dee
McMillan. Dee hit for a .386

average and had a pitching

record of 3-0. He also was the

leading base-stealer and
run-scorer for the Tigers and he
made some fantastic catches in

the outfield.

Dennis Hejna pitched

brilliantly throughout the year.

He ended up 4-2, and in five of

those games he allowed only

one earned run or less. He is the

ace of the staff.

Captain Gary Sims was the

most consistent fielder on the

team and won a game
singlehandedly with his htiting

against Bryan College. His

leadership was ital to the Tigers'

Hank Rast came back from a

leg injury to hit over .400,

leading the Tigers in hitting. He

TimU Ford

Liquor Store

Winchester

game pitching against a tough

Taylor University. He played

excellent first base for the

Tigers.

Holland West had many key

hits and had the game winning

hit twice. He handled the

Sewanee pitching staff well as

the Tigers 1 1 -6 record shows.

Rick Neal hit well over .300

and fielded his position

excellently at third. He was

second on the team in runs

scored and pitched well in his

two appearances.

Harold Rahn was an

excellent hitter, hitting well

over .300 also. He was second

on the team in runs batted in

and had many clutch hits, while

being a mainstay at shortstop.

Ray Auman had the best

Sewanee's staff or anybody's

staff, for that matter, as he

pitched nine innints of relief

without giving up an earned run.

His record was 1-0 for the year

withacoupleof saves.

Johnny Walters has an

uncanny ability to get on base

which provided some punch
when it was needed.

Fred Chaney had one of

Sewanee's victories all to

himself as he singlehandedly

seventh inning for a 3-2 victory.

Mike Flatt • was a very

valuable man for the Tigers as he

was the backup catcher behind

Holland West. When given a

defeated bryan. He pitched the chance to play, Flatt hit .333

and handled himself well behind

he of and
always seemed to be on base. He
proved himself to be a valuable

utility man as he was called on

to play shortstop and catcher

during the course of the season.

Don Chapman proved to be a

valuable man to have on the

squad as he pitched, played

third, second, and the outfield

during the season, performing

well at every position.

Albert Linderman rapped

some key hits for the Tigers as

he had two game winning hits

TRY A HAMBURGER, FRENCH FRIES, AND

MILKSHAKE

MONTEAGLE

ADVERTISEMENT

Where are the bikeways?

You've probably heard a lot about
today's bicycle boom and the many
advantages bicycling offers, it is clean,

quiet, inexpensive, energy-efficient,

healthful — and fun. You mit:ht say

the bicycle is one of ihe world's

Howe vcr. there is one big, sober- 1
ing dr; wback: Bicycling in North a

1 4?today simply isn't safe! An <p>
J 900 bicycle riders will be -f.

killed .1 d more than 40,000 injured
in bikc- uto accidents this year alone

Ihe United Stales. Most of these
accidents could be avoided with ade-
quate bikeways— separate pathways
just for bicycles and safe routes in

conjunction with roads.

But: Where are the bikeways? This
country's 80 million cyclists have only
16,000 miles of bikeways, or about
13 inches for each bike rider 1

. Com-
pare that with the 3 million miles of
paved roads available to 90 million
motorists. And most of the existing

bikeways are far from ideal. Instead
of protective curbing to separate hikes

from autos, you usually find just white
lines or signs along the road's edge,
which do little more than lull both
cyclists and motorists into a false
sense of security.

Who is holding things up?
Why aren't our millions of bicycle-
riding taxpayers provided with better,

safer facilities'.' Because most govern-
ment bodies continue to pump our
money into still more roads, highways,
and freeways. Their actions make us
even more dependent on automobiles,
which results in more smog, noise,

who

Half of our nation's adults d"o without
the automobile, by need or by choice.
Yet no major bikeway, bus or rail

transit funds have been made avail-
able, and proposals fall ridiculously
short of the real needs. The problem
is further compounded by the fact

attempts to solve our transpor-

from powerful road and highw

What could a bicycle

community be like?

Here's a practical, viable alternative.

Well-defined bikeways, separated from
cars, radiate from residential neigh-
borhoods to schools. On-street car

parking gives way to protected bike-

ways on key thoroughfares. Bicycle
storage facilities are located through-
out the city. Commuters bicycle to

public transportation stations, store

their vehicles, and continue by bus or
rail into commercial sectors of the
city. Buses going into the countryside
have racks to hold bicycles. Adequate
bus and rait facilities play a key role,

especially during bad weather. That's
what we could have!

Friends For Bikecology
is trying to help

Friends For Bikecology has been
working two years for more and safer

bikeways. We sponsored National
Bikecology Week in May 1972, in-

volving thousands of people in more
than 70 cities throughout the nation.
This activity served to publicize our
ideas and goals and to win the sup-
port of many legislators and planners.
We have two main objectives. First,

to see that bicycle, bus, and rail trans-
portation receive an equitable share of
public funds. In 1972, $22 billion of
our gasoline and property tuxes were
spent in the United States for roads
and highways, while less than one
billion went for public transportation.
And practically nothing was provid-
ed for bikeways! We n

policy makers to support a balanced
transportation system, including bike-

ways. Motorists will also benefit be-

cause congestion on roads and high-

ways would be relieved.

Our second objective is to convince
planners to "THINK BIKE!" They
should see the bicycle as an essential

part of the larger transportation sys-

tem and an integral part of commun-
ity life.

The facts are on our side. Traffic
studies show that 43% of all urban
work trips made by automobiles are

four miles or less; and in 9 out of 10
trips, the driver is the sole occupant.
These trips could just as easily be
made on bicycles. Bicycles will even
conserve the taxpayers' dollars. For
example, a downtown auto parking
structure costs approximately $4000
for each car space — enough to build

an enclosed facility that can hold 150
bicycles*.

How you can help

Bikecology help you

We can help bring about needed
changes that will benefit everyone.

Bike rider or not, if you are in-

terested in a safer, more sensible
transportation system, please send us
a contribution of $5 or more. You
can also help by writing your local,

state and federal representatives, ask-
ing them what they are doing to sup-
port bicycling and public transporta-
tion facilities.

As a Bikecology supporter, you will

receive a copy of our poster-style
newsletter, "Serendipity"— a mosaic
of bike-related items-

Please mail the coupon and your
check for $5 or more to help Friends
For Bikecojogy continue this impor-
tant work. Thank you.

KEN KOLSBUN, Executive D
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TENNIS

The freshmen on the Sewanee Tennis Team are (left to right) : David Uuissenberry,

Robert Mosely, Bob Huffman, Marshall Cassidy Brad Gioia, Keith Weaver.

Participants in the College Athletic Conference Tennis Tournament are (left to right)

:

Gerard Brownlow, Richard Lambert, Winky Cameron, John Horton, and Brad Gioia.

GOLF

The Sewanee Golf Team (left to right): Doug Fifner, Hank Eddy, John Swett, Rob

Chapman, Tom Stephenson, Blane Petroutson, Mike Cline.

§>j?tMttei?—Now ann uHjen

the meeting besides the

minutes by Secretary Lay. The
choicest of these is by Albert

Miller Lea, then a professor at

the University of Tennessee,

after whom the town of Albert

Lea,Minnesota, is named. Col.

Lea was asked by Polk to be

marshal of the procession. He
wrote this recollection in 1879
at Bishop Quintard's request:

"We wended our way on
foot from the city

[Chattanooga] some five miles

to the Hotel on the Mountain
over-looking the plain and river,

eighteen hundred feet below. It

was a bright summer day, and
many dwellers of the valleys

joined with the citizens to swell

the small but very choice body
of delegates . . .

"The flag was committed to

the hands of the gentle boy
(eight-year-old Herman C.

Duncan] and a revolutionary

father [who would have had to

old]
ti«ht

:

they
representing the older

the young America bore it at the

head of the column as we
marched from the Hotel to a

grove of oaks, hard by, amidst

massive rocks, one of which had

been elected as a stand . . .

"Then Bishop Otey, as

orator of the day, delivered an

absorbing address, in which in

iighed

that the of the

University was born of disunion

proclivities. . . 'May the flesh

be torn from my arm,' he said,

'before my hand shall be raised

to pluck one star from . . . that

glorious banner.' Ashe said (his,

the flag, which had hung
listlessly by the staff . . . was
wafted gently by a sudden

breeze so as to arrest his

discourse until I drew it away.
He stopped held by emotion.

The Assemblage, spellbound,

held their breath with awe ..."

It was Polk who proposed
the appointment of the five

committees which in fact set the

University on its way: (1)

location; (2) charter; (3) ways
and means; (4) organization and

program; and (5) construction.

The activitation of these

committees and engrossing of a

"Declaration of Principles" (all

ten of which policies, in whole

part, still gov i the

j firstUniversity at the end of ii

century) constituted the work

of the first meeting which

concluded Monday evening,

July 6. A summary written by

Lay shows the scope of the

thinking:

. . that the money
shall be devoted

;
intellectual excellen

ther than expended

material forms. Funds are to be
preserved intact. The nterstrest

and none of the principal, is to

be used in the purchase of lands

and the erection of buildings, so

that when the University is

ready for occupancy its

endowments, undiminished,

will secure, by liberal salaries,

the best talent and the soundest

learning that the world can
furnish."

And so was concluded the

first of six meetings which
almost brought forth the first

university, in the modern sense

of the word, in America. Johns
Hopkins, which actually

became the first, was still

twenty years in the future.

These six meetings took eight

steps: election of officers.

dec I,

i

of
'

of

nnl,"

obtaining of charter, acquisition

of lands, raising of funds,

adoption of constitution and
tables of organization, and
laying the cornerstone. Every

one of these steps was made in

orderly sequence. Every step

was completely successful. A bit

more time — and peace — were
needed. Sad to say both were
denied. Just two months al'ler

the cornerstone was laid on
October 10, 1860, South
C.irolina seceded.

KALAMAZOO, Mich
(LPII— The number 74 has

been a lucky one for Western
\li.liji.';tii» University football

[.layers. The last three players

to wear the uniform hearing

that number—defensive tackles

Hob Howe, Mike Siwek and
Bernard Thomas, have been
professional draft choices.

SEWANEE
STEAM
LAUNDRY

LET US DO YOUR
CLEANING
EOR YOU

Billy's Hut
PIZZAS - TACOS - CHILI

HAMBURGERS -

STEAKS COLD BEER

Open Tuesday - Sunday

11 a. in. to midnight

Phone 924-9131

Next to the Mountain Restaurant
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Summer Scuba Safari Swims Sea
Active young adults l ifind

this summer learning and

practicing scuba diving on new
air lours to the Virgin Islands

and Cozumel.

Scuba Safari packages,

arranged by Eastern Airlines

and the LifeBound group of

Denver, Colorado, start May 15

on St, Thomas in the U.S. Virgin

Islands and June 6 on Cozumel
Island near the Yucatan
Peninsula.

The group rates include

lodging, two meals a day,

instruction, hotel transfers and

tips. All equipment is supplied.

The cost for the St. Thomas
trip is $120 for four days.lhree

nights, beginning every Friday.

It's $350 for eleven days, ten

nights, beginning every

WVdn.'sduy. Air fare is extra,

determined according to point

of departure. Substantial Youth

Fare discounts are available to

holders of Eastern's Youth

Card.

For the Cozumel program,

the cost of $242 for five days,

four nights and $535 for eleven

days, ten nights, plus air fare.

The Cozumel Scuba Safaris

begin June 6, 18, July 1,12,24,

August 10, 17, and September

3. The size of each group is

limited to twenty persons.

The
thei

beautiful tropical reefs. On the

Cozumel trip, visitors may take

an optional excursion into the

Yucatan to explore ancient

"The Scuba Safari programs

fit exactly into our concept of

what airline vacations should be

for young, aggressive adults

who aren't content with the old

and familiar," said Maurice L.

Kelley, Jr., vice president-mar-

keting services for Eastern. "We

enable them to visit new places

and do things they've never

done before."

On St. Thomas, Scuba Safari

accommodations are at the

Lime Tree Hotel, a short drive

from Charlotte Amalie, capital

of the US. Virgin Islai

Film Society To Award

College Student Critics

Int

quipme;
i.iki . pl.i

ul.a

ship

nd learning to dive

i a pool under the

ified,

This

program "Cinema for the

Seventies", the American
Federation of Film Societies is,

New York School

Discusses Women

for the second season, accepting
entries in its program of awards
for student film criticism.

Entries will be accepted from
any student - grad or
undergrad — who is a current
subscriber to AFFS' critical

'Piln Critic

this

Perspectives on Won
Biology, Anthropology,

Psychology. It includes a

of lectures and di

emplusizing I he differences

between males and females

from each of these three points

The biology aspect of the

course deals with the

physiological bases for sex

differences, and includes

lectures on contraception. The
success rates, the possibilities

for adverse effects, as well as the

actual mechanism that prevents

fertilization in each method of

contraception will be covered.

Coordinator for the course,

Ms. Sarah Pomeroy, says that

attendance has been 100
percent because such a course
relates so directly to students'

(including members of the
National Society of Student
Film Critics.

There will be a first prize of

$100, with additional second

and third (or more) prizes of

$50 each, if suitable entries are

received. All prize-winning

entries will be published in

Applicants for any of these

positions must be familiar with

both "Film Critic" AND its

predecessor, "Film Society

Review," (with FSR, preferably

(1971-72) of publication.) What
we are developing is a new kind
of critical film journalism: film

and social criticism combined; it

"conventional" film criticism

and cannot be effectively

approached through the

assumptions on which
"conventional" criticism is

professional

followed by open ocean dives

from a boat, exploring beautiful

reefs at Frenchman's Cap,

Thatch Key and Buck Island,

the only undersea U.S. National

The 4-day Scuba Safari

offers a total of five dives,three

in the open ocean . The 11 -day

program includes 17 dives, 15 in

theopen ocean with one of these

at night.

Participants in the 11 -day

Safari on St. Thomas return

home with scuba diving

certification from the National

Association of Underwater
Instructors (NAUI).

Eastern's Cozumel Scuba
Safari accommodations are at

the Cabanas del Caribe Hotel,

Cozumel, Mexico.

Both Cozumel programs

include an optional one-day

excursion by boat to Tulum on
the East Coast of the Yucatan

Peninsula, site of ancient Mayan
ruins. The day is spent exploring

the Tulum ruins and diving to

view 1 5th century Spanish

shipwrecks. The night is spent

on the boat or on the primitive

Tulum beach under
semi-survival conditions.

Eastern has daily nonstop

flights to St. Thomas from

Miami or San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Miami is served daily by Eastern

nonstop flights from 31 cities

and San Juan by daily nonstops

from 10 cities. Cozumel is

reached by Eastern flights to

Miami or Mexico City, where
passengers change to an

international airline.

Eastern's Youth Fare,

available to anyone under 22

with a Youth Card, allows a

discount of about 25 percent

from regular coach fare. The
fare is valid for travel to St.

Thomas, or ffrom anywhere in

the continental U.S. to Miami.

An Eastern Youth Card can be

purchased at any Eastern ticket

counter for $3 and proof of age.

The Eastern Scuba Safaris

are conducted by LifeBound, ;

nt,i]

educ. sing the entiri

developed six iogistic centers on
three continents, teaching a

broad range of personal and
outdoor sports.

all

3 theau

Deadline for entries this

season will be end of spring term

(June) 1973. Any additional

details are available from:

AFFS, 333 Avenue of the

Americas, New York, NY
10014.

Also, some writer/researcher

openings will be available at

AFFS headquarters in New
York beginning early next fall.

Jobs will involve mainly

researching and writing articles

for "Film Critic" and/or the

new AFFS Film Studies series.

Also available next fall will

addil

of students, she found, have
little or no understanding of
how the various methods of

editorial positions (full- or

part-time, depending on
availability and qualifications!.

General qualifications:

Socio-political criticialattitudes

on film; broad general

substantive interests outside of

film; preferably some reading

knowledge of French, Italian, or

one or two other
"international" languages

and/or strong interests

international points-of-view.

Useful background would
include some social science

disciplines (politics, history,

sociology, etc.); preferably

some college-level criticism or
film-related journalism.

Valley Liquors

We are 1st in Cowan,

lou are our 1st concern.

Jusi across railroad tracks

Phone: 932-7063

Be a special kind of Navy Flyer.

Be a Naval Flight Officer.
Whenever a Navy plane is under

electronic control, that plane is in the

hands of a Naval light Officer. Naturally, as

a candidate for Naval Flight Officer

training you'll need some very special

qualifications. First, you must really

WANT to fly, even if you've never flown

before. You'll also need a college degree

and the kind of mind that works well with

math and physics.

Waiting at the end of your training

program is a Navy Commission and the

Golden Wings of a Naval Flight Officer. 8y
then you'll be an expert in areas like Jet

If that's the kind of

looking for, and if you think you've got

what it takes to be a Naval Flight Officer,

send in the coupon. Or talk with the Navy

Officer Information Team the next time

we're on campus. Or call toll free

1 1

!;

i

like

obe"N.\ al Flight OKicer.
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1

1

i 1

Na ind
Control . . . equipped to do your job i

City-

wherever you go. ! r urre

But whatever your specialty, travel will
|

be part of your life. And so will challenge, I

responsibility, achievement and reward.
'

Navy Officer Programs

J8 West End Avenue, Room 1

3

Nashville, Tennessee 37203


